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TO MY MOTHER AND FATHER 

You would think it strange if I 
called Burns the most gifted 
British soul we had in all that 
century of his:' and yet I believe 
the day is coming when there will 
be little danger in saying so. 

Carlyle 
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INTRODUCTION 

la 1878 William Rossetti, la his Lives of Famous 

Poets, listed three general commoaplaces la Buras criti¬ 

cism: ecstatic astoalshment that a ploughman was a poet, 

the wringing of hands that the ploughman-poet was a drunk¬ 

ard and “miscellaneous" lover, and the bitter denunciations 

of those who admired native genius and yet could find no¬ 

thing better than an excise Job for the greatest native 

genius to appear In the British Isles.^ Such were Indeed 

the commonplaces and when viewed so neatly and summarized 

so concisely, one can only marvel that so much Ink has 

been spilled In either defending or denouncing them* But 

a great deal of ink has stained a great deal of paper and 

the reasons are not so simple as Rossetti would lead the 

casual reader to believe by his calm dovetailing of Burns 

criticism Into three such precise categories. 

The Bums life and legend has been a sore spot to 

scholars since the day Bums died. Perhaps no poet has 

Inspired more romantic tales or spread more of a romantic 

aura over English literature than the Ayrshire bard. But 

aside from his life the critics have had to face a body 

of poetry that ranges from often Incomprehensible Scottish 

dialect to maudlin neo-classlc elegies. Odes to despon¬ 

dency rim side by side with Holy Fairs and Holy Willies; 

i 
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II 

odes to Ruin glare uncompromisingly at Tam 0*Shanters and 

Jolly Beggars. Neo-classic poetlo standards and taste 

clash almost violently with their romantic counterparts 

and both clash with the Scottish vernacular tradition. 

Burns, In a sense, Is then a unique example of each of 

these ‘'schools," and any criticism of the poetry must take 

all of this complexity of poetic standards and taste into 

account. 

This thesis does not pretend to offer any solutions 

to the many problems of Burns*s biography. The reader 

who wishes to delve into the mass of legend, myth, and 

fact will find no better start than by consulting the 

monumental work of Franklin Snyder2 and the sympathetic 

biography by J. De Lancey Ferguson.^ What has been at¬ 

tempted in this thesis, however, is a systematic presenta¬ 

tion of the writings and opinions of those critics, who, 

writing from 1786 to 1832, founded and established the 

most persistent, If often erroneous, critical judgments 

on Burns*s poetry. If one merely glances at the dates —- 

Involved the objective can be seen to become twofold: 

first, one is attempting to follow and trace the trends 

in Burns criticism; secondly, and in a sense more impor¬ 

tantly, one Is attempting to discover just how and why 

literary tastes and poetic standards change. In this 

sense Burns becomes a point of departure for disentangling, 

as far as possible, the ambiguous standards that represented 
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the English literary world in transition from severe 

neo-classic to romantic criticism. 

This work could not have proceeded without the kind 

assistance of many friends. To the staff of the Fondren 

Library of The Rice Institute I am particularly indebted 

and especially to Miss Sarah Lane and Mrs. Margaret 

Gresham for their untiring patience in tracing many vol¬ 

umes for me. To Miss Elta Kay Waltermlro and Mr. Dick 

Porrino of the inter-library loan department I owe obliga¬ 

tions which I realize can never be repaid. 

My most sincere thanks and appreciation I gratefully 

give to Dr. Alan D. McKillop, whose advice, encouragement, 

and enthusiasm for the work have made it a pleasure and a 

Joy. 



BURNS AND THE CRITICS: 1786 - 1832 

Chapter I 

I 

The history of Burns criticism is perhaps more inti¬ 

mately tied up with the prevailing literary opinions of 

each generation than that of any other poet. It has never 

really been a matter of making Burns popular or of forcing 

each net* generation to read the poetry of Burns; the great 

train of editions of his poetry extending from the Kilmarnock 

volume dotm to the present proves the contrary only too 

vividly. The great mass of Burns literature, both literary 

and non-literary, demonstrates clearly the Interest of the 

critics in Burns and in his poetry; much of this criticism 

has been mawkish sentimentality poured forth to the “Immor¬ 

tal Memory” each January 25th by Burns Clubs, Scottish 

nationalists, and Masonic lodges; but an even greater pro¬ 

portion of it comes from the pens of leading critics, scho¬ 

lars, and poets such as Scott, Lord Jeffrey, Wordsworth, 

Carlyle, and Arnold of past generations and Henley, Craigie, 

Ferguson, and Dalches of more recent times. Burns then 

has never sunk into the musty pages of never-opened antho¬ 

logies to await his revival by some later age — the fate 

of so many poets and writers.* 

If, however, Burns*s poetry has been read and commented 
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upon since the publication of the Kilmarnock volume in 

1786, it has not always been read for the same reasons 

or appreciated for the same poetic virtues. It was 

Burns*s fortune, for good or ill, to make the best of 

both worlds, the neo-classic world of the eighteenth 

century and the Romantic-Victorian world of the nine¬ 

teenth century. Thus, a study of the history of Burns 

criticism Is not merely a sketch of the rise, decline, 

and revival of a writer, but more truly a study in the 

history of taste as It develops, subtly changes, and fin¬ 

ally takes on a new form, often the direct antithesis of 

that of the preceding generation. Many writers defy a 

minute tracing of the changes In literary taste by the 

study of their works, because they so often follow the 

rise-decline-revival pattern? such a pattern certainly 

presents the overall view of developments in literary 

taste, but rarely demonstrates exactly the gradual and 

subtle movement from one set of standards to^-another. 

Literary historians, for convenience, like to divide 

literature into such categories as neo-classic, Romantic, 

Victorian, etc., but one must remember that this is only 

a convention of convenience. The chasm between Pope and 

Shelley was not the result of a thunderbolt from on high. 

The world of literature did not suddenly awake one morn¬ 

ing and decide to repudiate the eighteenth century writers. 

The process of change Is continuous and gradual, rather 
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than spontaneous and violent* although at first glance 

the latter often seems to be the case. When a literary 

eruption takes place, such as the triumph of romanticism 

over neo-classicism,, one can generally trace seething 

undercurrents that were gathering force and momentum and 

finally culminated in the eruption. One need only recall 

the recent stress on pre-romanticism in the eighteenth 

century to be convinced of this fact. It is because Burns 

wrote poetry acceptable to the literary theories of his 

own and succeeding generations that he has been preserved 

from the general decline suffered by many of the great 

Augustansj and it is precisely because he never underwent 

this pootic decline that we are able to trace so minutely 

the changes in literary criticism from 1786 on. Such a 

statement does not mean to imply that one cannot trace 

trends by reading the criticisms of one age upon a pre¬ 

vious age. But such an attempt at discerning changes in 

taste would seem to emphasize the clevage between two liter¬ 

ary generations, rather than the continuum of thought that 

remains the same* while simultaneously grafting on to it 

the new ideas and principles. One can also follow the 

development of taste and criticism by merely reading the 

standard writers of critical theory of each age; but the 

true test of what the taste of any age was rests* not 

only in the books of theory, or Indeed in the works chosen 

as worthy of praise or rejection, hut more particularly 
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in the reasons for the choices and rejections, for it 

is these latter which provide an index to the practical 

applications of the theories, and hence to the true taste 

of the age. 

II 

Burns*s literary history properly begins in October, 

1786, when James Slbbald reviewed the Kilmarnock volume 

in his new Edinburgh Magazine, rival to the venerated 

Scots Magazine. This review not only expresses the typi¬ 

cal late eighteenth century literary opinions, but also 

begins the inspired ploughboy legend, taken up and firmly 

implanted by Henry Mackenzie at a later date. 

The author is indeed a striking example of na¬ 
tive genius bursting through the obscurity of 
poverty and the obstructions of laborious life, 
and when we consider him in this light, we can¬ 
not help regretting that wayward fate has not 
placed him in a more favored situation. 

The critic harps on the idea that Burns's genius is not 

the result of study and Intellectual endeavors, but of 

native genius, innate or Inspiredi 

Who are you, Mr. Burns? will some critic surely 
say; at what university have you been educated? 
What languages do you understand? What authors 
have you particularly studied? Whether has 
Aristotle or Horace directed your taste? Who 
has praised your poems, and under whose patronage 
are they published? In short, what qualifica¬ 
tions entitle you to instruct or entertain us?„ 

3 
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Sibbald*s generosity supplies Burns*s answer: 

My good sir,.**.1 am a poor country man. I 
was bred up at the School of Kilmarnock, I 
understand no languages but my own. I have 
studied Allan RamBay and Pergusson. My poems 
have been praised at many a fireside, and I 
ask no patronage for them if they deserve none. 
I have not looked at mankind through the spec¬ 
tacle of booksJ *An ounce of mother wit you 
know, is worth a pound of clergy,* and Homer 
and Ossian for anything that I have heard, 
could neither read nor write.^ 

Such statements are more revealing, perhaps, than a multi¬ 

tude of minute criticisms. One sees plainly the contempt 

for learning and education in the writing of poetry and 

also the contempt for the study of the rules of the an¬ 

cients. A new literary theory Is raising its head on the 

scene and is attempting to rival the established order of 

literary theory and criticism. The main of natural senti¬ 

ment and feeling, the untutored "Ossians** are seeking the 

ascendant and finding, ironically enough, support from 

the most learned quarters: Hugh Blair, Mackenzie, Lord 

Monboddo, and Adam Pergusson. 

The sentiments of the reviewer are summed up in a 

manner strange today, but certainly in keeping with the 

changing critical attitudes of the late eighteenth cen¬ 

tury: 

Those who view him with the severity of let¬ 
tered criticism, and judge him by the fastidi¬ 
ous rules of art, will discover that he has not 
the doric simplicity of Ramsay, or the brilliant 
imagination of Pergusson, but those who admire 
the exertions of untutored fancy, and are blind 
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to many faults for the sake of numberless beau¬ 
ties, his poems will afford singular gratifica¬ 
tion.- 

5 

It is an interesting turn of events that Ramsay and 

Fergusson can be judged by the “fastidious rules of art“ 

when in reality Fergusson was in literary oblivion and 

Ramsay remembered vaguely as the editor-author of The 

Tea-Table Miscellany and The Bver-green.^ The emphasis, 

however, It must be noticed, is on “untutored fancy" and 

the fact that Burns is not to be Judged by artistic rules. 

The step from “untutored fancy” to what Irving Babbitt 

calls the poetic theory of spontaneity, the legacy of the 

romantics and the bane of modern criticism,^ is certainly 

not a difficult one to take. 

—— Sibbald, however, did make two observations that 

raise his critical taste in a modern estimation: “He 

seems to be a boon companion, and often startles us with 

a dash of libertinism which will keep some readers at a 

distance. Some of his subjects are serious, but those 

of the humorous kind are the best.”® When one considers 

that the most libertine poems of the Kilmarnock volume 

were “The Twa Dogs,” “Scotch Drink,” “The Holy Fair,” 

“Address to the Dell,” and the postscript to the “Epistle 

to William Simpson,” one is not surprised at the later 

hue and cry over “Holy Willie,” “The Twa Herds,” and 

“The Kirk*s Alarm.Sibbald suspected the danger of the 

satires, and he was not mistaken. But Sibbald recognized 
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Burns's great talent for humorous subjects immediately 

and quoted entire the “Address to the Dell“ and at length 

from “The Holy Fair" and “Hallowe'en" to prove it**® 

This first review of Burns's poems is to a great 

extent Indicative of the attitude towards him throughout 

his life* He was accepted as the unlettered ploughman 

singing inspired songs from his heart* The two reviews 

which followed Slbbald's firmly established this “legend" 

and set the stage for a type of criticism that only a 

literary taste in transition could imagine, a type of cri¬ 

ticism both ambiguous and contradictory* 

In December the Monthly Review opened its criticism 

with the famous dictum Boeta nascltur non fit and launched 

into an attack of those poets of the "file" who are not 

poets at all, but mere versifiers* However^ 

The humble bard, whose work now demands our 
attention, cannot claim a place among those 
polished versifiers. His simple strains, art¬ 
less and unadorned, seem to flow without effort, 
from the native feelings of the heart. ^ 

Though the bard is humble, yet the reviewer feels that 

"his verses are sometimes struck off with a delicacy and 

artless simplicity that Charms like the bewitching though 

irregular touches of a Shakespeare."*2 

Such high praise, however, is modified by two consi¬ 

derations: dialect and measures: 

We much regret that these poems are written in 
some measure in an unknown tongue, which must 
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deprive most of our readers of the pleasure 
they would otherwise naturally create 

Of the Scottish measures the reviewer cannot show enough 

contempt: 

The modem ear will be somewhat disgusted with 
the measure of many of these pieces, which is 
faithfully copied from that which was most in 
fashion among the ancient Scottish bards, but 
hath been, we think with good reason, laid aside 
by later poets.^ 

Within these two adverse criticisms lies the seeds 

of the ambiguity and contradiction in late eighteenth cen¬ 

tury tastes the problem was even more acute in Scotland 

than in England, for at the same time that Scotland was 

Pr 
trying to acclimate itself and indeed define the rising 

theory of taste and literature, it was trying to rid it¬ 

self of its national language and its "Scoticisms" (a 

problem that will be treated later). Thus, the reviewer 

admits that few good poems are being published when he 

sjays, "How many splendid volumes of poems come under our 

review, in which, though the mere chaff be carefully 

separated, not a single atom of perfect grain can be 

found, all being light and Insipidt"1^ But if he further 

admits that "The few Songs, Odes, Dirges, in this col¬ 

lection are very poor in comparison with the other pieces,' 

all of whioh songs, odes, etc,, are written in English 

and in the standard neo-classic tradition of measure, just 

what is the reviewer praisSLng? The answer is subtle, but 

16 
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not complicated. He wants the sentiment of Burns, which 

he feels is real and natural, but he wants It In the 

eighteenth century, neo-classic mold. The chaff which 

the reviewer bewails is nothing but “tiresome uniformity, 

with neither fault to rouse nor beauty to animate the 

Jaded spirits I”1^ Remove the dialect, the stanzaie forms, 

and the rusticity from Burns’s best pieces, keep the sen¬ 

timent, and one will achieve the critic’s idea of good 

poetry. The critic, in a sense, speaks for his generation; 

he wants the best of both worlds: the world of sentimen¬ 

tality and tender feelings spiced with Burns’s humor as 

represented in the Kilmarnock volume, but he wants it fit¬ 

ted into the poetic mold expressed by the neo-classic 

world.18 

This ambiguous frame of mind can be seen more plainly 

by the poems the critic chooses to comment upon: “To a 

Mouse” and “To a Mountain Daisy” in which “we meet with 

a strain of that delicate tenderness which renders the 

Idylls of Madame Deshouliers so peculiarly interesting;”1^ 

and “The Cotter’s Saturday Night,” which he quotes com¬ 

pletely with copious notes* though he says that it is a 

specimen of Burns’s “serious” poems which “contain fewer 

words that are not pure English.”20 These poems, and 

especially such odes and dirges as “Winter,” “To Ruin,” 

etc., are oentainly no more than benevolent sentimentalism 

joined with neo-classic form, not much superior to the 
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worst of Shenstone or Thomson, If ono considers benevo¬ 

lent sentimentalism as -that form of late eighteenth cen¬ 

tury sentimentality which delighted In the emotions for 

the emotions* sake, one sees only one side of the ambi¬ 

guous sentimental coin, Erik EramefcSa convincingly shows 

in his study of the word "sentimental” that after Sterne 

sentimentality often meant an eplcurlanism in feelings, 

as opposed to the earlier Richardsonian use of the idea 

of moral instruction in the term*21 It is obvious, how¬ 

ever, in 3urns*s poems that the quality of moral instruc¬ 

tion is not absent. To be sure the moral purpose stems 

from the heart and not from the Intellect and seems to 

come very near being feelings running rampant-over insig¬ 

nificant causes. But it is difficult to ignore in most 

cases Bums*a moral Instruction or at the least his wlah- 

ing-well to all mankind, so that to Impute Erame*r,a’s 

definition of late eighteenth century sentimentalism to 

Burns seems an over-simplification. By retaining the 

adjective "benevolent," as opposed to "moral," one comes 

closer to Burns*s use of sentiment. Lois Whitney speaks 

to the point when she comments: 

It may be observed by even a casual reader of 
primitivistic literature In the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury that there waB a transition during the 
century from a rationalistic primitivism at the 
beginning, which tended to derive the.qualities 
of goodness and sagacity in the savage from the 
unobstructed operation of the *llght of reason,* 
to a more emotional, sentimental, and antlnomian 
primitivism which became increasingly the favored 
type as the century progressed._ 

22 
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Miss Whitney has neatly combined the two major problems 

In the study of Burns: sentimentalism and primitivism* 

By making late eighteenth century primitivism the result 

of over-emphaslzing the natural goodness of the heart, 

man’s natural affections, as opposed to the earlier over¬ 

emphasis of the natural goodness of man’s reason, she 

shows that benevolence, when carried to Its logical ex¬ 

treme, becomes not only primitivism but the indiscriminate 

wishing well to all creatures, which, if reduced to absur¬ 

dity, certainly ends as Erame^sa* s “epicures of feeling.”23 

Burns himself, however, rarely succumbs to Erameteia's 

rather narrow conception of Sternean sentimentality; his 

morality stems from the heart certainly, but it is hardly 

ever absent.2^ 

If these reviews set the stage for Burns, reflected 

the poetic desires of the times and the sentiment of the 

age, It was the Lounger review which bore the authority 

of the literati and opened the doors of Auld Reekie to 

the poet, for it came from the elegant pen of “The Man 

of Peeling” himself, Henry Mackenzie. 

After a fitting prologue expressing his admiration 

for genius, Mackenzie begs the reader to forget Burns's 

humble birth and worship the divinely inspired genius of 

the “Ayrshire Ploughman”: 

The power of /^Burns’&J genius Is not lees admir¬ 
able In tracing the manners, than in painting 
the passions, or In drawing the scenery of na¬ 
ture....Though I am very far from meaning to 
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compare our rustic bard to Shakespeare, yet 
whoever will read his lighter and more humorous 
poems,*..*will perceive with what uncommon pene¬ 
tration and sagacity this heaven-taught plough¬ 
man, from his humble and unlettered station, has 
looked upon men and manners 

Though delighted with his sentiments and humor, 

Mackenzie makes no less a noise about the dialect than 

'til© Monthly reviewer, and like him feels obliged to quote 

from those poems “of the grave style,[which] are almost 

English.”26 

The use of the dialect was one of the chief complaints 

against Burns and hounded him all his life. The literati 

never understood that those feelings and sentiments which 

they liked in Burns were only best expressed when he used 

the dialect or a mixture of it. But besides the fact that 

the literati felt that great poetry could be written only 

in English, there is an historical problem which must be 

correctly understood in order to appreciate this insistence 

on writing “pure English* “ From the time of the union of 

the two parliaments lLn~1705r‘~the Scotch felt the necessity 

of writing and speaking pure English' if they were ever 

to take their place as equals beside the English* 

The growth of literature, in which was re¬ 
quired the art of writing English, - for authors 
addressed an English public - and the more fre¬ 
quent communication between England and Scotland, 
made both the lettered and the fashionable classes 
painfully conscious that their vernacular had 
sunk from a national language of which to be 
proud, Into a provincial dialect of which to be 
ashamed* Of old every one spoke Scots? and from 
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the lips of well-bred ladies it fell pleas¬ 
ingly, if not quite intelligibly, on southern 
ears. Nov/, however, it was awkward for a man 
of letters to lapse into solecisms, and for a 
man, of fashion to flounder hopelessly In Scot¬ 
ticisms* The member for a Scottish county felt 
himself uncouth in London society, and when he 
rose in the House of Commons he dreaded the 
supercilious smile at the sound of an unknown , 
tongue. Advocates pleading before the Lords 
saw that they created amazement by the strange 
pronunciation of Latin, and still stranger 
pronunciation of the king’s English.^ 

How seriously the Scottish gentry and literati took their 

task of learning “pure English*' can be seen by the members 

of the Select Society, founded to discuss literary topics, 

changing its name to the “Society for Promoting the Read¬ 

ing and Speaking of the English Language,"2® or more humor¬ 

ously from the visit of Thomas Sheridan to Edinburgh: 

In 1761 It happened that Mr. Thomas Sheridan, 
actor, stage-manager, and elocutionist, came to 
lecture on rhetoric and the art of speaking, and 
delivered twelve lectures in St. Paul’s Episcopal 
Chapel. To that consecrated but not solemnizing 
building in the dismal Carrubber’s Yfynd resorted 
about three hundred gentlemen, nobles, judges, 
divines, advocates,. and men of fashion. Y7ith 
the docility of children they gave ear to these 
pretentious discourses, in which the selfconfident 
orator, in rich Irish brogue, taught pure English 
pronunciation to a broad-Scots-speaking assemply»OQ 

Such a determination on the part of the Scots to rid them¬ 

selves of their Scotticisms must always be kept in mind 

when one reads the strictures on Burns’s poetry and con¬ 

siders the ambiguity that necessarily arose with the chang¬ 

ing tides of criticism* 
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If on© considers Mackenzie the leading light of sen¬ 

timent, It can be easily seen that he spoke for his liter¬ 

ary peers who agreed with his tastes, and In literary mat¬ 

ters sought to be “men of feeling.“ It is not then diffi¬ 

cult to Imagine those poems in the Kilmarnock volume about 

which Mackenzie and the Edinburgh literati would grow 

ecstatic. "The Vision*1 becomes for them “solemn and sub¬ 

lime, with that rapt and inspired melancholy in which the 

poet lifts his eye ‘above this visible diurnal sphere’,"^0 

while “Despondency,” “The Lament," “Winter, a Dirge," and 

the "Invocation to Ruin," all neo-olassic in language and 

measure and sentimental in feeling "afford no less strik¬ 

ing examples. “Man was made to mourn," “The Cotter’s 

Saturday Night," "To A Mouse," and “To a Daisy*' are speci¬ 

mens of “the tender and moral" and Mackenzie tells us 

that he has “seldom met with an image more truly pastoral 

than that of the lark in the second stanza [of “To a Daisy"]. 

Although Mackenzie attempts to Justify the libertinism 

hinted at by Sibbald, he too feels unwary when it comes 

to religious crltlcismi 

Against some passages of these last-mentioned 
poems L“The Twa Dogs," “Dedication to G* H. Esq.," 
"Epistle to a Young Friend," and "To William 
Simpson"] it has been objected that they breathe 
a spirit of libertinism and irreligion. But, if 
we consider the ignorance and fanaticism of the 
lower class of the people In the country where 
these poems were written, a fanaticism of that 
pernicious sort which sets faith in opposition 
to good works, the fallacy and danger of which 
a mind so enlightened as our poet’s could not 

..32 
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but conceive, we shall not look upon his lighter 
muse as the enemy of religion*.«.though she haB 
been somewhat unguarded In her ridicule of hypo¬ 
crisy. 

It would seem fairly obvious, even If one knew nothing 

else of Mackenzie’s religious views but what Is expressed 

here, that his criticism Is merely a tour de force piece 

of writing by a member of the moderate religious party 

or New Lights, and not a justification of Burns’s liber¬ 

tinism at all. For when Burns expresses doctrines compa¬ 

tible with the Edinburgh moderates Mackenzie smiles, but 

the smile turns sour when it is a question of hearty 

satire ("The Holy Fair”) on religion itself, which a Man 

of Feeling, though a moderate, could certainly not condone. 

He might, however, excuse it.as the result of a poet’s 

typical lack of caution and the lack of delicate friends 

to correct him, which is, of course, exactly what Mackenzie 

does, 

The New London Magazine and the New Town and Country 

Magazine echo Mackenzie and the first reviewers, both admir¬ 

ing his genius, his humor, and his sentiment (the "pathetic”) 

and begging more poems In English. The former magazine, 

lamenting the dialect, suggests that Burns has received 

the patronage of a "great lady in Scotland" (Jane, Duchess 

of Gordon, or Lady Glencalm?) and of a "celebrated profes¬ 

sor" (Dugald Stewart?), who, he hopes will interest them¬ 

selves in the cultivation of Burns’s talents, so that "his 
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distinguished genius may yet toe exerted in such a manner 

as to afford more generous delight. “^5 The reviewer had 

unwittingly suggested a type of assistance that the 

Edinburgh literati were only too happy to give and which 

was to plague Burns for the rest of his life, whenever 

he heard from them on literary matters. The latter review 

only exemplifies more distinctly the literary taste of the 

time. The reviewer, also mentioning Burns’s mistake in 

using the dialect, concedes that the poet has given “good 

specimens of his skill in English, and proceeds to quote 

as “very elegant....and highly poetical"^ the ninth stanza 

of “The Cotter’s Saturday might,“ beginning, “Oh happy 

love I where love like this Is found." Perhaps no other 

lines in Burns are as artificial and imitation neo-classic 

as these! 

In February, 1787 The English Review gave Its opinion 

of Burns in a manner which combined all criticisms of the 

earlier reviews and in a sense presented the united front 

of the late eighteenth century tastes in poetry. The 

ambiguity and contradictions of the poetic tastes and 

literary criticism of the period are here again displayed 

perhaps more strikingly and clearly than in the Monthly 

Review. 

Mthough the reviewer, probably Dr. John Moore, later 

a friend and correspondent of Burns’s, sees that the poet 

is not one of those who “strut their hour upon the stage" 
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and then fade, and even condemns those friends of Burns 

as malicious, who represent him as a prodigy;-^ he con- 

eludes that Bums has a “genuine title to the attention 

and approbation of the public, as a natural. though not 

a legitimate son of the muses. Whatever line the doc¬ 

tor is drawing between “prodigy” and “natural son of the 

muses” muBt be so fine that he himself could possibly 

not define it. Prodigies would seem to remind the review¬ 

er too much of people like Stephen Duck,2*’1 while “natural 

sons” would carry the connotation of Mackenzie's “heaven- 

taught ploughman.” More specifically, poetic prodigies 

would seem to be those uneducated writers who had an unu¬ 

sual talent for rhyming, but lacked all poetic inspira¬ 

tion; a “natural son” would, of course, also be an unedu¬ 

cated writer, but in addition to his talent for rhyming 

would be endowed with divine inspiration, or perhaps 

Plato's divine frenzy. The reviewer, however, forgets 

that Buck and the other rustic poets never claimed to be 

either “prodigies,” "heaven-taught,” or "legitimate sons 

of the muses;” they presented to the world merely their 

attempts at verse; it was the polite world that made them 

prodigies. The only conclusion, of course, that one can 

arrive at, is that the literati were now skating on thin 

ice with their natural geniuses, most of whom were com¬ 

plete fakes like “Ossian” Macpherson or self-taught, un- 

poetic peasants like Duck. The contradiction and ambiguity 
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of terms Is the direct result of attempting to maintain 

the sentimental thesis of natural geniuses in the face 

of overwhelming opposition of facts to the contrary. 

Thus, Burns is accepted as the unlettered ploughboy, 

divinely inspired, by the majority of eritlos, while the 

more discriminating critics, who saw the echoes of RamBay 

Fergusson, Shenstone, Thomson, and the whole host of 

eighteenth century poets in his poems, could not admit 

him as an unlettered prodigy, and yet because he was mere 

ly a farmer could not deny he was a natural genius. By 

quibbling with terms Moore hoped to clear the air, but 

because he could never really abandon the "natural genluB 

thesis, he accomplished nothing and Bums remained the 

"heaven-taught ploughman" throughout his life, and even 

long after his death. 

All of the critics mentioned that Burns*s forte was 

in humor and satire and yet all but Slbbald found their 

chief delight in either the sentimental or neo-classic 

pieces. Moore is indeed no exception, for after stating 

that in the humorous and satirical pieces Burns is "most 

at home," he goes on to decide that "The Vision" is 

"perhaps the most poetical of all his performances,"^ 

and quotes several stanzas, all neo-classic in form and 

diction, to prove his point. While "Hallowe,en" is an 

excellent account of peasant superstitions, it is not 

happily executed because "A mixture of the solemn and 
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burlesque can never be agreeable.”^ It is thus the neo¬ 

classic and sentimental poems which all prefer, though, 

like Mackenzie, even Moore pays lip service to the "Address 

to the Dell," "The Holy Fair,” and the "Epistle to 0. H.," 

which are happy because the humor is "neither local nor 

transient, for the devil, the world, and the flesh will 

always keep their ground,"^ 

Moore*s conclusion takes the poet to task for his 

dialect and his measures, but what is more important, 

highlights the literary contradictions of the age, a fact 

no doubt labored in this paper, but one that is all impor¬ 

tant in grasping the movement from severe neo-classicism 

through benevolent sensibility to what the historians call 

romanticism. 

The stanza of Mr. Burns is generally ill- 
chosen, and his provincial dialect confines his 
beauties to one half of the island. But he pos¬ 
sesses the genuine characteristics of a poet; 
a vigorous mind, a lively fancy, a surprising 
knowledge of human nature, and an expression 
rich, various, and abundant. In the plaintive 
or pathetic he does not excel; his love-poems 
(though he confesses, or rather professes, a 
penchant to the belle passion) are execrable; 
but in the midst of vulgarity and commonplace, 
which occupy one half of the volume, we meet 
with many striking beauties that make ample 
compensation. One happy touch of the Eollan 
harp from fairy fingers awakes emotions in the 
soul that make us forget the antecedent medio¬ 
crity or harshness of the natural music.^ 

By "ill-chosen" stanzas Moore undoubtedly means the ancient 

Scottish stanzas employed in such pieces as "The Holy Fair;" 
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if i?© consider tills dislike in addition to that of the 

dialect, which has already been discussed at length, one 

sees how far Anglomania had penetrated the character of 

the Seots# 

The detestation of the love-songs is truly amazing, 

since in the Kilmarnock volume Burns published hut three, 

two of which have been long favorites, "It was upon a 

Lammas Bight" and "Bow westlin* winds*" The last sen¬ 

tence, however, of Moore?s criticism is as strange as it 

is contradictory* Several lines above he rejected the 

pathetic poems, which he had previously praised unstint- 

ingly^and now he rejects natural music as harsh and 

mediocre, when he had before praised Burns as a "natural 

son of the muses*" It seems difficult to reconcile such 

contradictions unless one accepts the answer that the 

literati and gentry wanted the sentiment, the homely sim¬ 

plicity of rural nature and rural people of Bums, but 

cast in the form of the Augustansj in other words, they 

wanted the heart of Burns hut the diction of Pope.^ 



Chapter II 

BUMS M3) THE LITERATI 

On November 13, 1786, a notice appeared In the 

Edinburgh Evening Courant (signed by “Allan Ramsay") 

which took to task the nobility of Scotland for not 

stopping forward to aid Burns: 

The county of Ayr is perhaps superior to any 
in Scotland in the number of its Peers, Nabobs, 
and wealthy Commoners, and yet not one of them 
has upon this occasion stepped forth as a pa¬ 
tron to this man, nor has any attempt been made 
to interest the public in his favour* His poems 
are read,,his genius applauded, and he is left 
to his fate* It Is a reflection on the county 
and a disgrace to humanity^ 

By the end of November Ramsay’s letter was no longer Jus¬ 

tified in any sense of the word, for Bums had become the 

literary lion of the season, smiled and fawned on from 

the elite of the nobility and the literati to the lowest 

man in the Crochallan Fencibles. Burns’s first real inti¬ 

mation, however, that he would be favorably received by 

the Edinburgh literary lights came from a letter from the 

blind poet and man of letters, Dr. Thomas Blaoklock, to 

the Rev. Mr. George Lawrie of Kilmarnock. Contrary to 

the general opinion and Burns’s own words, Blaoklock did 

not advise Burns to come to Edinburgh,2 After praising 

the poems warmly, Blaoklock suggests an Immediate second 

edition that "might give....a more universal circulation 

21 
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than any thing of the kind which has been published with¬ 

in jjiisJ memory,”-* but he nowhere indicates that Burns 

would have assured success in the capltol. Such encour¬ 

agement from one of the most respected literary men of 

the day, however, might persuade any hopeful young poet 

that his fame lay in making his way as quickly as possible 

to Edinburgh. Burns was not deceived; his reception is 

one of the most phenomenal events in literary history. 

To the Edinburgh literati he was the primitive personi¬ 

fied,^ but in the flux of their own literary tastes they 

were determined to see that he did not remain a primitive 

for long. 

Burns was perhaps as astonished by his popularity 

as Carlyle was when recollecting it for his essay on 

Burns.-* In a letter to Gavin Hamilton of December 1786 

the poet records his excitement and his surprise; 

....I am in a fair way of becoming as eminent 
as Thomas a Eempis or John Bunyan; and you may 
expect henceforth to see my birthday Inserted 
among the wonderful events in Boor Robin’s and 
Aberdeen Almanacks, along with the blaok Monday, 
& the battle of Bothwell bridge. - My Lord 
Glencalrn & the Dean of Faculty, Mr. H. Erskine 
have taken me under their wing; and by all pro¬ 
bability I shall soon be the tenth Worthy, and 
the eighth Wise Man, of the worid.g 

From a letter of Burns to John Ballantine in the same 

month one can get a glimpse of some of the great names 

that received the poet: 

I have been Introduced to a good many of the 
noblesse, but my avowed Patrons & Patronesses 
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are, the Duchess of Gordon. - the Countess of 
Glencalrn, with my lord & lady Betty - the Dean 
of Faculty - Sir John Whiteford. - I have like¬ 
wise warm friends among the Literati, Professors 
Stewart* Blair, Greenfield, and Mr. McKenzie 
the Man of Feeling...* 

I was, Sir, when I was first honoured with 
your notice, too obscure, now I tremble lest I 
should be ruined by being dragged to Fsic]suddenly 
into the glare of polite & learned observation.^ 

If Bums was delighted with his reception, it is also ob¬ 

vious that he realized his dangers, the dangers of novelty 

which can at any moment wear off. That Burns, however, 

knew the literati and how to play up to them will soon be 

evident. 

Burns was far from exaggerating his position among 

the wealthy and learned; witness the letter of Mrs, Alison 

Cockburn of "flowers of the Forest" fame to one of her 

friends: 

The tom is at present agog with the ploughman 
poet, who reoeives adulation with native dignity, 
and is the very figure of his profession, strong 
and coarse, but has a most enthusiastic heart 
of love. He has seen Duchess Gordon and all 
the gay world: his favorite for looks said man¬ 
ners is Bess Burnet {daughter of Lord MonboddoJ - 
no bad judge, Indeed.*,.The man will be spoiled, 
if he can spoil; but he keeps his simple manners, 
and is quite sober*. 

Dr. Carlyle, the venerable biographer of the eighteenth 

century Edinburgh literati, is more critical but no less 

enthusiastic than Mrs. Cockburn in painting Burned 

Edinburgh success In a letter to the Duchess of Buccleugh: 

Nothing in the literary way has occupied Edin¬ 
burgh for some weeks past so much as the poems 
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of Robert Burns, an illiterate ploughman of 
Ayrshire. His poems are many of them extremely 
good, both those in Scots dialect and in the _ 
English. He is thought to be equal, if not 
superior to Ramsay in original genius and humour. 
I am not certain of that. But he surpasses him 
in sensibility. We, you may believe, with the 
prejudices of the Scotch, are ready to believe 
that the productions of the milkwoman of Bristol 
are mere whey compared to Burns} and that the 
poems of Stephen Duck, the thresher, are but 
chaff in comparison. Lord Glencalrn is his pa¬ 
tron. A new edition of his poems is printing. 
But I hear he has not been so advisable as to 

some things that he was advised to 

Perhaps nothing is so revealing of the feeling towards 

Burns as this letter.10 One sees the whole world of late 

eighteenth century literary taste displayed. It is Burns's 

sensibility that Is preferred to his humour} it is the 

fact that he is supposedly illiterate that makes his fame, 

for he is ranked in the same class as Duck and the Bristol 

milkwoman, only he is a better poet, and that perhaps not 

by poetic merit, but maybe beoause of Scottish national 

sentiment! Thus one sees the two literary forces at work; 

the acceptance of the poems for their sensibility and the 

acceptance of the poet because of his natural genius, or 

what literary historians term, primitivism. The last sen¬ 

tence alludes to that criticism which came from the liter¬ 

ati and which was aimed at destroying, though unwittingly, 

the precise thing they liked in Burns, his primitivism 

or untutored genius. 

It has been seen that the literati and nobility of 
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Edinburgh received Burns so extravagantly because he 

represented their idea of the "natural genius," the untu¬ 

tored poet, the primltlvist par excellence? the complex¬ 

ity of the situation, hov/ever, appears when these same 

literati did all in their power to sublimate the natural 

genius they admired and^lmpoae the English and neo-classic 

ideas and forms on Burns. This dichotomy between their 

Rousseauletie theory and their actual practices Is explain¬ 

able from two different viewpoints. The first, and most 

obvious, does not really concern UB and lies in the sim¬ 

ple fact that all Britain did not grovel at tho feet of 

the natural man. But that this does not explain the ac¬ 

tions of the Edinburgh literati is dear from the fact 

that all the revievrs of Burns’s poems emphasized the prim¬ 

itivistic, and that the poet was received in Edinburgh 

simply because he was a Stephen Buck who was a real poet. 

The explanation has a pecullarlyyScottish twist that 

has its roots in the union of the crowns In 1603 and is 

based on a particular patriotic outlook. One sees In 

essence three Scottish literary traditions or forces at 

1 t 
work at one time. The first, and the one to which Burns 

belonged, was the local or nationalistic tradition tracing 

from the Makars through Watson to Ramsay and Pergusson, 

and culminating in Bums. This approach was strictly inner 

directed, concentrating on Scotland and the Scots and empha¬ 

sizing Scottish dialects, traditions, and beliefs. 
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The Edinburgh literati, though equally patriotic, 

represent the second tradition, which Is outer directed 

and has an European outlook. Their intention was to make 

Scotland a peer among the European nationsj their eyes 

were on the continent and not Scotland. Hume, Adam 

Fergusson, Adam Smith, Blair, etc. wrote In English not 

just to be read In England, but to be read throughout 

the continent. If one considers for a moment the European 

tour of Hume, how lionized he was on the continent, and 

the assistance he gave, though unappreciated, to Rousseau, 

the picture of the purpose of the literati comes sharply 

into focus. The third tradition, which does not enter 

the discussion here, Is the Gaelic tradition of the High- 

lands. Thus, though they appreciated Burns’s “natural 

genius” and saw it as a confirmation of the glory of 

natural man, they thought that It was too national and 

local to be appreciated outside the Kingdom; their chief 

desire then was to make Burns another Thomson, who could 

be read in England and on the continent and be still hailed 

as an ornament of Scotland* The rather extravagant praise 

accorded to Burns1 a neo~classic-sentImental poems Is both 

a reflection of the literary tastes of the times^ and of 

literary tastes reinforced by patriotism. 

At the time that Burns stepped onto the stage of 

Edinburgh society the chief light of the Edinburgh literati 

was the learned and gentle Hugh Blair, preacher in the 
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High Church of St* Giles. The very fact that this dis¬ 

tinguished man of letters took time not only to enter¬ 

tain Burns hut also to correct and criticize the poems 

for the new edition demonstrates the interest of the 

literati in the ploughman poet. Blair's criticisms are 

an epitome of the attitudes of literary taste described 

above and should be examined to obtain a closer Insight 

into the workings of the late eighteenth century Scottish 

literary mind* Most of the adverse criticisms center 

around Burns's libertinism, and one of the criticisms, 

that of "The Jolly Beggars," will ever degrade Blair in 

the eyes of Burns students* 

In the "Dedication to Gavin Hamilton" Blair objected 

to the paragraph beginning "0 ye wha leave the springs 

o* C-lv-n" as giving offence by the "ludicrous views of 

the punishments of Hell." The humor of his criticism 

of "To John Ranklne" is apparent in the double standards 

the refined professor sets up: 

The description of shooting the hen is under¬ 
stood, I find, £From Moore's review^ to convey 
an indecent meaning: too' in reading the poem, 
I confess, I took it literally, and the indecency 
did not strike me* But if the Author meant to 
allude to an affair with a Woman, as is supposed, 
the whole poem ought undoubtedly to be left out 
of the new edition.,- 

The "Address to the Deil" suffered in hlB opinion from 

stanza 11, "There mystic knots made great abuse," because 

it was "indecent" and the stanza of "A Dream," beginning 
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16 
"Young Royal Tarry Brooks" (Stanza 13) is "coarse." 

Of the nevr proposed additions to the Edinburgh edition 

it is surprising that Blair selected "John Barleycorn" 

and "Death and Dr. Hornbook1* as the best, although he 

tempered his Judgment by ranking "The Winter Night" 

along with them*^ several verses which he condemned 

never appeared and are now lost; but by their criticisms 

we know what type of pooms they were and why Blair cringed: 

The two Stanzas to the tune of Gilliecrankie,which 
refer to the death of Zimri and Cozbi as related 
in the book of Numbers, are beyond doubt quite 
inadmissible* 

The Verses also entitled The Prophet and 
God* s Complaint from the 15th Ch. of Jeremiah, 
are also inadmissible* They would be considered 
burlesquing the Scriptures.^ 

Robust satire did not appeal to the refined "Men of Feeling" 

of Bura&’s generation, and religious satire was especially 

obnoxious* The loss of.these two poems might, however, 

have been forgiven Blair If he had not damned "The Jolly 

Beggars," which consequently did not appear until 1807* 

The Whole of What is called the Cantata, the 
Songs,of the Beggars & their Doxies, with the 
Grace at the end of them, are altogether unfit 
in my opinion for publication., They are by 
much too licentious; and fall below the dignity 
which Mr* Burns possesses in the,rest of his 
poems & would rather degrade them*^ 

Blair concluded his observations by stating his intent 

and what he felt to be the purpose of Burns’s poems: 

"These observations are submitted by one who is a great 

friend to Mr* Burns’s Poems and wishes him to preserve 
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the fame of Virtuous Sensibility« /^Italics mine/ & of 

humorous fun, without offence*”" It is to Burns’s cre¬ 

dit that he rejected nearly all the criticisms of Blair 

and the literati} but it is unfortunate that he submitted 

to Blair in the matter of the religious satires, for we 

have recovered only the uJolly Beggars," and that quite 

by accident*2* 

Of all the literati who offered advice to Burns, none 

was more interested and perhaps more representative than 

Dr. John Moore, then resident in London. In April of 
pp 

1787 he sent Burns a criticism of the new edition.” The 

doctor did not realise the extent to which his advice was 

to be carried when he suggested Burns devote himself to 

songs: "By the way, I imagine you have a peculiar talent 

for such compositions, which you ought to indulge. No 

hind of poetry demands more delicacy or higher polishing."2^ 

But his true feelings are apparent when he adds: "But 

nothing now added is equal to your ’Vision* and ’Cotter’s 

Saturday Night.’ In these are united fine imagery, natural 

and pathetic description, with sublimity of language and 

thought."24 

Moore then outlined a plan of work that shows the 

definite attempt of the literati to impose neo-classic- 

sentimental standards on their "natural genius." First 

Burns was to rid himself of the dialectj then steep him¬ 

self In Greek and Roman history, mythology and modern 
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history, the purpose of which was to produce some great 

and epic work.If the literati believed in their the¬ 

ory of primitivism, such advice was hardly consistent 

with their beliefs, Moore however was persistent in his 

advice.2** One cannot help marvelling that the doctor 

and his literati friends did not see their contradictions; 

for If Bums had followed their behests he would probably 

have become the very type of poet they were tired of. 

In 1789 and 1793 Moore was still preaching the same 

diota to Bums and begging him to drop the Scottish meas¬ 

ures and dialect which he felt were “fatiguing to English 

ears..*.[and]] not very agreeable to Scottish*In 1793 

Moore wrote to Mrs. Dunlop: “What is become of Burns? 

He is the first poet in our island, There is an Infinity 

of genius In his 'Tam o' Shanter,' but I wish he would 

write English, that the whole nation might admire him.“2® 

One admires Moore's friendship and confidence in the 

poet, even if one can't accept his advice. It is, however, 

pleasing to note In all of Moore's correspondence that he 

admires Burns's best poems, including the satires, even 

if he feels that Bums should occupy his time with some¬ 

thing “more fitting” his great genius. 

Some of the criticism, however, went farther than 

the general strictures of the reviewers and literati and 

show precisely how pedantic and “engllshed" the Edinburgh 

literary lights were. The rhetorical and pedantic letter 
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of David Erskine, 11th earl of Buchan, is worthless as 

advice, except for the note that he too wishes the poet 

to try a work of “greater magnitude, variety, and impor¬ 

tance But the letter of Dr. Gregory to Burns on “The 

Wounded Hare" is a typical example of the extreme form 

of criticism that Burns was subjected to.3° The criti¬ 

cism is a grammarians delight. “Murder-aiming" in stanza 

1 and “Bloodstained" in stanza 3 are “bad compound epi¬ 

thets) and not very intelligible (He suggests “bleeding 

for “blood-stained")*“*^ The reasons the professor gives 

are ironically sound neo-classic ones* 

You have accustomed yourself to such epithets 
and have no notion how stiff and quaint they 
appear to others and how incongruous with poetic 
fancy and tender sentiments* Suppose Pone had 
written * Why that blood-stained bosom gored,* 
how would you have liked lt?_x 

“Form", the professor thinks, “is neither a poetic nor a 

dignified nor a plain common word: it is a mere sports- 

man*8 word? unsuitable to pathetic or serious poetry."33 

“Mangled" for him becomes coarse, and “innocent," in the 

sense Burns*s used it, merely a nursery word.3^ From 

stanza 4 on the professor waxes eloquent in his indigna¬ 

tion: 

‘Who will provide that life a mother only can 
bestow* will not do at all: it is not grammar — , 
it is not intelligible. Do you mean ‘provide 
for that life which the mother had bestowed and 
used to provide for?* 

...•fellow* would be wrong (in the title): 
it is but a colloquial and vulgar word, unsuit¬ 
able to your sentiments. *Shot* is Improper too. 
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On seeing a person (or a sportsman) wound a 
hare: it is needless to add with what weapon? 
hut if you think otherwise, you should say 
with a fowling-piece. 

If Bums decided to ignore most of the criticisms 

of the literati, he did not do it openly until after the 

Edinburgh edition was published. Until then he pretended 

to play into their hands; if they wanted an inspired plough¬ 

man, he'was only too willing to play the role. In the 

preface to the Kilmarnock edition Burns shows that he was 

aware of the literary feelings of the time and was publish¬ 

ing with one eye on the literati. Here he presented him¬ 

self as a poor rhymer writing little verses for his own 

amusement after the fatigues of a day on the farm,^ 

Daiches comments that in the preface to the Kilmarnock 

volume Bums definitely had one eye on the Edinburgh liter¬ 

ati* To move from admiration of Shenstone to Ramsay and 

Fergusson in one statement, Daiches feels, is a clear 

demonstration that Bums was playing a double role, and 

a very confused double role at that. 3? The role was cer¬ 

tainly confused, but not because Bums was merely pretend¬ 

ing. To play the inspired ploughman was certainly playing 

a role; to move from Shenstone to Ramsay and Fergusson 

was simply an indication of the literary tastes of the 

time, an indication of the confusion and contradiction 

that existed. There are too many proofs that Burns truly 

admired the neo-classics and the sentimentalists;^ his 
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taste followed the literary tradition represented by the 

literati, the outer directed tradition} his best writing 

followed the inner directed tradition, the tradition of 

Ramsay and Pergusson. 

The dedication to the Edinburgh edition indicates 

the role Burns played when he says, "The Poetic Genius of 

my Country found me as the prophetic bard Elijah did 

Elisha — at the plough, and threw her inspiring mantle 

over me.w*^ Burns was merely the instrument of the god¬ 

dess} MI tuned my wild, artless notes, as she inspired. 

In 1799 Dr. Anderson writes to Currie confirming Burns*s 

knowledge of poetry and damning the ploughboy legend: 

Burns, I know, was familiarly acquainted with 
all the popular poetry in the English, as well 
as in the Scottish, language. I was astonished 
at the extent of his poetical reading, and the 
extraordinary retentiveness of his memory. I 
have heard him repeat whole poems of consider¬ 
able length. Cunningham and Shenstone were 
favourites with him, and of the Scottish poetB, 
Pergusson, probably on account of some similarity 
in the circumstances of their lives.^ 

Dr. Anderson completely confirms the belief that Burns was 

pretending to be the inspired ploughman and pretending to 

take the advice of the literati: 

It was* I know, a part of the machinery, 
as he called it, of his poetical character to 
pass for an illiterate ploughman who wrote from 
pure inspiration. When I pointed out some evi¬ 
dent traces of poetical imitation in his verses, 
privately, he readily acknowledged his obliga- , 
tions, and even admitted the advantages he en- 
joyed„ln poetical composition from the oonla 
verbbrum. the command of phraseology, which 
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the knowledge and use of the English and Scot¬ 
tish dialects afforded him; but in company he 
did not suffer his pretensions to pure inspir¬ 
ation to be challenged* and it was seldom done 
where it might be supposed to affect the sucoess 
of the subscription for his Poems., 

Burns lost no opportunity to popularize himself as an in¬ 

spired wonder: 

Mr. Ransay once, in his presence, shewed me a 
copy of Verses addressed to Bums, transmitted 
to him for publication. I objeoted to his 
printing them, as they were bad, and proceeded 
upon a mistaken idea of the Poet1 a character 
as to~leaming. {Italics mineJ Bums admitted 
the mistake, and acknowledged the verses were 
mean, but thought the printing them might do 
him service, by spreading the ‘wonder* and in¬ 
creasing his popularity.^ 

Perhaps the most difficult role, however, was the added 

one of keeping the literati happy. Bums had probably 

not counted on this role. He knew he had to be an in¬ 

spired ploughman, but he did not know that the verses of 

the ploughman were going to be subjected to the correc¬ 

tions of the literati, a dubious honor indeed. Dr. 

Anderson remarks: 

Being decidedly of opinion that an author is 
the best judge of his own writings, he steadily 
resisted the attempts of emendatory criticism. 
While the subscription was going on he suffered 
Dr. Blair and Mr. Mackenzie to believe that his 
poems should be altered and corrected according 
to their suggestions; but he secretly resolved 
to preserve the exceptionable passages, and fin¬ 
ally rejected their suggestions, the result, he 
thought, of fastidious delicacy.^ 

Perhaps the best defense of Burns*s attitude is his own 
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words to Ramsay of Qchtertyre when the latter asked him 

what help the Edinburgh literati had given him on his 

poetry: “Sir* these gentlemen remind me of some spin¬ 

sters in my county, who spin the thread so fine that it 

is neither fit for weft or woof*"^ 

One may perhaps object that the assumption of the 

natural genius role and the double-dealing with the liter¬ 

ati are unpardonable deceits. Perhaps objectively they 

are, but under the circumstances they become not only 

pardonable, but even worldly virtues. Burns knew the 

audience for whom he was playing, and he also knew that 

sooner or later the stage lights would dim and the curtain 

would go down; when it would rise again Burns was certain 

that a new play with a new cast would take the stage. 

He therefore had to make, the most of the few nights he 

had the theatre to himself. He couldn’t play the role 

forever, for the literati were certain to discover soon 

that he was far from being the “natural genius” they cre¬ 

dited him as being, and the makers of literary taste do 

not particularly like to see their theories smashed before 

their eyes. Eften when Osslan, for example, was completely 

discredited by the rest of the world, the Edinburgh liter¬ 

ati tenaciously clung to him in public as genuine, though 

In private many had their doubts. There were few Dr. 

Moores who felt Burns was the “best poet in the island.” 

For the majority of the literati he was a literary novelty, 
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a glorified milkmaid of Bristol, a greater than Duck but 

a less than Ossian. 

Burns was acutely aware of his delicate position. 

In May, 1787 he wrote to Hugh Blalri "I have made up my 

mind that abuse, or almost even neglect, will not surprise 

me in my quarters."^ Blairs reply, though couched in 

the nicest terms, shows that the literati were tired of 

their toy. He advises Burns to cultivate his genius when 

he retires to his private life and work on more produc- 
JhO 

tions. But he adds; 

At the same time, be not In too great a haste 
to come forward. Take time and leisure to im¬ 
prove and mature your talents. For on any 
second production you give the world, your fate 
as a poet will very much depend* There is no 
doubt a gloss of novelty, which time wears off. 
As you very properly hint yourself, you are not 
to be surprized if in your rural retreat you do 
not find yourself surrounded with that glare of 
notice and applause which here shone upon you.^ 

To sweeten the advice Blair reminds Burns that every poet 

must also be a philosopher and "court retreat" at times 

so that when he reappears at "proper seasons" he will 

"come forth with more advantage and energy. He will not 

think himself neglected if he be not always praised."^0 

To Dr. Moore Burns was more precise in his estimate 

of the literati: 

I shall return to my rural shades, in all like¬ 
lihood never more to quit them. I have formed 
many intimacies and friendships here, but I am 
afraid they are all of too tender a construction 
to bear carriage a hundred and fifty miles. To 
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tlie rich, the great, the fashionable, the polite, 
I have no equivalent to offer; and I am afraid 
my meteor appearance will by no means entitle 
me to a settled correspondence with any of you, 
who are the permanent lights of genius and lit¬ 
erature., 

5« 

These letters were written Just as Burns was preparing to 

leave Edinburgh for his trip with Alnslie and were the 

result of his winter In the capital. But Burns was aware 

very early of his position, long before his light began 

to dim. In December, 1787 he writes to Aiken: 

You will very probably think, my honored friend, 
that a hint about the mischievous nature of in¬ 
toxicated vanity may not be unseasonable, but 
alas I you are wide of the mark. — Various con¬ 
curring circumstances have raised my fame as a 
Poet to a height which I am absolutely certain 
I have not merits to support; and I look down 
on the future as I would,Into the bottomless 

A letter to the Rev. Mr. Greenfield written in the same 

month is even more revealing of the poet's mind concerning 

his fame. 

Never did Saul's armour sit so heavy on David 
when going to encounter Gollah, as does the 
encumbering robe of public notice which the 
friendship and patronage of some names 'dear 
to fame* have invested me....I am willing to 
believe that my abilities deserved a better 
fate than the veriest shades of life; but to 
be dragged forth, with all my imperfections 
on my head, to the full glare of learned and 
polite observation, is what, I am afraid, I 
shall have bitter reason to repent. 
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Burns, afraid of his imperfections, hid under the title 

of inspired genius, fearing that the polite and.learned 
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would soon discover him to be a country bumpkin. His 

fear was misplaced, however, for it was not the country 

bumpkin that the literati disliked to find — in fact this 

is what they wanted to find — it was the fact that Burns 

was indeed an educated man and a literate poet. Burns 

foresaw the consequences, but mistook the reason: 

I mention this to you, once for all, merely, in 
the Confessor style, to diaburthen my conscience, 
and that — 'When proud fortunes's ebbing tide 
recedes' — you may bear me witness, when my 
bubble of fame was at the highest, I stood, unln- 
toxicated, with the inebriating cup in my hand, 
looking forward, with rueful resolve, to the 
hastening time when the stroke of envious Calumny, 
with all the eagerness of vengeful triumph, should 
dash it to the ground# - ^ 

Calumny was indeed to dog the poet all his life and 

long afterwards when his biographers began their unctuous 

work. But the calumny in general never struck at Burns's 

poetry, only at his life. To be sure the religious satires 

caused many a polite blush and raised the wrath of the 

rigidly righteous, but It was only the few political sat¬ 

ires that raised the cry of the censors. And here they 

were not damning the poetry as such, but only the man who 

expressed such politically heretical sentiments. In his 

autobiographical letter to Dr. Moore Burns himself tells 

that the Kirk was quickly roused by his satires: 

The first of my poetic offspring that saw the 
light was a burlesque lamentation on a quai'rel 
between two revd fs&cl Calvinists, both of them 
dramatis person rsic~l in my Holy Fair ["The Twa 
Herds“J . - •«• With a certain side of both clergy 
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and laity [The New Li eh t si it met with a roar 
of applause. - Holy Willie’s Prayer next made 
its appearance, and alarmed the Kirk-Session 
so much that they held three several meetings 
to look over their holy artillery, if any of 
it was pointed against profane Rhymers. _ 
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Certainly many of the people deplored the religious sat¬ 

ires and held Burns in contempt as irreverent and immoral, 

as the following from a letter of Mrs. Dunlop In 1788 indi¬ 

cates; hut it was really only his reputation as a man that 

suffered and not his reputation as a poet, for a third 

edition of the poems was again requested in 1793» this 

time from Davies In London; and the fastidious George 

Thomson did not hesitate to request Burns’s poetic assis¬ 

tance as the best poet in the country. 

I could almost say as you do - ’This is business 
of the Devil’s making,’ [That Burns and Mrs. 
Dunlop would miss meeting each other again j but 
these reprobate phrases^don't suit a lady. As 
to you, the world call rale] you one so loudly 
that I am sometimes ashamed to attempt your de¬ 
fence. A gentleman told me with a grave face 
the other day that you certainly were a add 
wretch, that your works were Immoral and infa¬ 
mous; you lampooned the clergy, and 1aught at 
the ridiculous parts of religion, and he was 
told were a sandalous ['slcl free liver In every 
sense of the word. I said I was certain he must 
be misinformed, and asked if he knew you. He 
told me he had been in your company and knew It 
was the case. *1 beg pardon,* said I, 'I could 
not have guessed you had ever seen him, or read 
his book, by the character you give of either.* 
Another of the company asked me if I knew you. 
I said I thought so, and would be exceedingly 
sorry to be convinced I did not. What did I 
think of your religion? That it was too exalted 
and sublime to have any ridiculous parts capable 
of being laughed at. What of that illiberal 
mind that could fall foul of so respectable a 
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body of men as the clergy of Scotland? That 
the Scots Bard was far above it* that no man 
more regarded the pastors of his people when 
worthy of their calling, but that those he ex¬ 
posed were wolves in sheep's clothing, the bane 
of the community, and too black for his ink, 
low beneath his pen* But I begged to appeal 
to the lines left in Mr. Laurie’s manse as proof 
positive the clergy were not attacked in a col¬ 
lective body. - 

5o 

Burns's political satire during his lifetime, hovrever, 

lost him more face In the eyes of the public than ever 

did his religious; at least his political utterances forced 

him to defend himself to the board of Excise.*^ Since 

people soon forget political affinities after one's death, 

and since most of his political satires are quite poor in 

comparison with his religious, it was the latter that 

caused later generations to blush for Burns. To be sure 

the biographers for a long time traced Burns's supposed 

final disgrace to drink and bad politics# but in general 

he was not a "bad character” in their eyes because of his 

politics.^® The reply of the Rev. Mr* Hamilton of East 

Lothian to Burns*s unfortunate verses defaming the House 

of Hanover may be taken as general public feeling of Burns's 

political sins; 

Thus wretches rail whom sordid gain 
Drags in Paction's gilded chain; 
But can a mind which Fame Inspires, 
Where genius lights her brightest fires - 
Can BURNS, disdaining truth and law, 
Faction's venomed dagger draw; 
And, skulking with a villain's aim, 
Basely stab his monarch's fame? 
Yes, Burns, His o'er, thy race is run 
And Shades receive thy setting sun; 
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With pain thy wayward fate 1 see, 
And mourn the lot that’s doomed for thee: 
These few rash lines will damn thy name, 
And blast thy hopes of future fame.^ 

It is important to note that this ”ingenlousu clergyman, 

while damning Burns for his political sins, admits Burns’s 

genius in his opening lines and by the very fact that he 

thought Burns powerful and influential enough through his 

poetic fame to merit an open rebuke testifies to Burns’s 

renown. Fortunately Hamilton predicted the poet's future 

fame only partially correctly. The poet suffered only 

as a man; as a poet the great numbers of editions from 

1800 on prove this seer of East Lothian false, 
60 . 

Happily for the poet during hla life-time, his fame 

did not rest only on his religious and political satires, 

which so upset the rigidly righteous. There were such 

things as the kindness of Kerr, who willingly defrauded 

the post to frank for Burns because he felt “that to 

favour him ^BurnsJ could never be defrauding the publick, 

who were all his debtors.” And again letters from people 

of importance like Alexander Fraser fytler, Lord Woodhouse- 

lee brolight praise and reassurance. When Lord Woodliouselee 

read “Tam o’ Shanter" he felt he owed Burns a debt of gra¬ 

titude and could not resist enclosing a letter to Burns 

in a packet sent to him from the bookseller, Peter Hill, 

The gracious lord delivered an opinion on the poem with 

which all later generations have wholeheartedly agreed. 
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I have seldom in my life tasted of higher en¬ 
joyment from any work of genius than I have 
Received from this composition; and I am much 
mistaken If this poem alone, had you never 
written another syllable, would not have been 
sufficient to have transmitted your name down 
to posterity with high reputation* . 
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The lord’s praise and criticism were highly appreciated 

by Burns. Lord Woodhouselee analyzes each portion of 

the poem almost to perfection and even suggests an alter¬ 

ation, the wisdom of which Bums saw and accepted. The 

introductory part in the tavern Woodhouselee felt was 

delineated "with a humour and naivete that would do honour 

to Matthew Prior, but when the poet comes to the part 

In which the witches* sabbath Is described, the lord was 

certain that Burns displayed "a power of Imagination that 

Shakespeare himself could not have exceeded." The one 

objection was the lines 

Three lawyers* tongues, turn’d inside out, 
Wi* lies seam’d like a beggar’s clout: 
Three priests* hearts, rotten, black as muck, 
Lay stinking, vile, in every neuk.^_ 
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which followed the lines, "Wi* mair of horrible and awefu*," 

and which Woodhouselee felt were good in themselves, but 

were misplaced "among the circumstances of pure horror." 

The poet deleted the lines. The main objection, however, 

was that the conclusion was not "commensurate to the inter¬ 

est which is excited by the descriptive and characteristic 

painting of the preceding parts." But Woodhouselee him- 
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self offered the heat excuses ’’But for this, perhaps, 

you have a good apology - you stick to the popular tale," 

It Is truly unfortunate that Burns did not follow Woodhouse- 

lee's parting advices 

You have proved your talent for a species of 
composition In which but a very few of our own 
poets have succeeded. Go on - write more tales 
in the same style - you will eclipse Prior and 
La Fontaine? for, with equal wit, equal power of 
numbers and equal naivete of expression, you 
have a bolder and more vigorous imagination. . 
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The correspondence between George Thomson and Burns 

has been adequately searched for any biographical and 

critical data that exist there. The famous strictures 

of Thomson on Burns*s songs and the notorious stricture 

on "Scots Wha Hae" have been adequately presented many 

times. More recently Be Lancey Fergustoni has presented 

to the public for the first time the passages in Burns's 

letters to Thomson which the latter cancelled in order 

to preserve his fame as a,critic and to obtain the copy- 
/TO 

wrlght on Burns's poems. The only thing that must be 

pointed out here is the actual purpose and intent of 

Thomson's Select Scottish Airs, which adequately reflects 

the thinking of the literary men of the time as well as 

It supports our thesis that though the reason for Burns's 

immediate fame was his supposed primitivism, his well- 

wishers and critics wanted to wish him into a genteel 

poet, which his sentimental and neo-classic pieces gave 



them full hopes of doing, Thomson*s idea of the true 

song was expressed to Burns in 1792: 

One thing only I hog, which is, that however 
gay and sportive the muse may he, she will 
always he decent* Let her not write what beau¬ 
ty would blush to speak, nor wound that charm¬ 
ing delicacy which forms the most precious 
dowry of our daughters. I do not conceive the 
song to be the most proper vehicle for x^itty 
and brilliant conceits; but in some of our 
songs, the writers have confounded simplicity 
with coarseness and vulgarity; .»• The humorous 
ballad, or pathetic complaint, is best suited 
to our artless melodies; , 

Thomson was appealing to Burns not as the author of “Holy 

Willie" or even "The Holy Fair," but as the author of 

"Death and Dr* Hornbook" and "To Ruin." He was making 

it perfectly clear that indelicate songs had no place in 

his book. In 1793 Thomson again writes: "Some bacchanals 

I would wish to discard. *Fy, let us a* to the bridal,* 

for instance, is so coarse and vulgar, that I think It 

70 
fit only to be sung in a company of drunken colliers;,..." 

Burns*s reply was characteristic: "What pleases me, as 

simple and naive, disgusts you as ludicrous and low. You 

cannot, I thln&, insert *Fy, let us a* to the bridal,* 

to any other words than its own."*^ 

The problem of language was also on Thomson* s mind. 

He dared not downright insult the poet, but he made it 

as clear aB possible that the more English the better: 

Although a dash of our native tongue and man¬ 
ners is doubtless peculiarly congenial and ap¬ 
propriate to our melodies, yet I shall be able 
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to present a considerable number of the very 
flowers of English song, well adapted to those 
melodies which, in England at least, will be 
the means of recommending them to still greater 
attention than they have procured there.„0 

Thomson immediately qualifies his statement, lest Burns 

feel hurt or back out: “But you will observe my plan is 

that every air shall in the first place have verses wholly 

by Scottish poets; and that those of English writers shall 

follow as additional songs for the choice of the singer."!'* 

The literary world in which Burns was writing and 

for whom he was writing, was then a changing and confused 

world. Obsessed with the English language and English 

ideas, the literati wanted in Burns an English writer 

74 
whom they, like Mrs. Dunlop, could show off to the world. 

Accepting the thesis of primitivism they wanted Burns to 

be the untutored ploughman; but at the same time thatrtheir 

feelings were in the school of sentiment, precursing roman¬ 

ticism, their intellects were in the school of the diction 

and measure of Pope, and more particularly of Shenstone 

and Thomson, who used the diction and measure of the neo- 

classics, but introduced those sentiments which prophesied 

the romantic era. Professor Snyder is partially correct 

when he says that Burns was a forerunner of romanticism 

by instinct but not by profession.^ professor Daiches, 

however, shrewdly sees the real romanticism of Burns: 

"Burns is pre-romantic when he follows eighteenth-century 

poetry most closely; when he works in the Scottish tradl- 
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tlon his poetry falls outside all such categories."*^ 

When Burns Is a neo-classic, he is so in the same sense 

as Thomson and Shenstone. He uses the neo-classic diction, 

but his sentiments belong to Rousseau and Mackenzie* In 

this latter sense he is a pre-romantic as much as Thomson, 

Shenstone, and Cowper. In his truly Scottish verse, his 

enduring work, he Is however, the last of the Makars • 

Thus, Bums truly made the best of both worlds in his 

poetry* But from the literary confusion which marked the 

gradual change from neo-classicism to romanticism, in 

addition to the Scbtb’s/-English problem, it is clear that 

Burns could not completely succeed in the eyes of the 

literati* The contradictions were too much for any one 

poet to assume and yet be successful* 



INTERLUDE 

THE BIOGRAPHERS BEGIN 

It Is not the problem of this work to interpret and 

correct the biographies of Burns which have appeared since 

1796, Only where the biographers become literary critics 

must they be introduced.1 It is now a x^ell-known fact 

that the lives of Burns had been one continuous travesty 

until the late nineteenth century vihen conscienclous bio¬ 

graphers attempted to sift the fact and fiction that had 

made up the Burns legend. The success of such modern 

writers as Synder and Fergusonn is astounding; but the 

facts they have found and the fancies they have thrown 

out must eliminate almost two centuries of vicious legend. 

The first real obituary of Burns appeared in a 

Dumfries paper several days after Burns*s death and was 
O 

written by Marla Riddell. The picture she painted of 

the poet was sympathetic and without malice - from one 

who had every reason to be the contrary. Mrs.Riddell 

emphasizes the conversational abilities of Burns which 

she feels were even more his forte than poetry. Her 

only condemnation of his poetry was of his satires, which 

she says were excessive and personal at times, as she 

knew from experience.^ 

The obituary in the July, 1796 Scots Magazine praises 

his warmth, humor, and tenderness and again brings before 
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the public eye the fact that Burns was a “natural genius": 

he possessed “a mind guided only by the lights of nature 

and the inspiration of genius.The ironic humor of this 

remark is that it was written by one of the men who knew 

the real truth, George Thomson. Thomson could not resist 

the temptation to place the poet in a very compromising 

light when he remarked that Burns’s “ordinary endowments, 

however, were accompanied with frailties which rendered 

them useless to himself and his family."'* Through a lie 

to save face Thomson began the Burns legend of drunkenness 

and debauchery, 

The Gentleman’s Magazine bases Its whole discussion 

of the poet’s life on his “natural genius" and his lack 

of edtication,^ Burns becomes "a man who was the pupil 

of nature, the poet of inspiration, and who possessed in 

an extraordinary degree the powers and fallings of genius;" 

but “he had the common education of a Scotch peasant, per- 

haps something more" and "probably was not qualified to 

fill a superior situation to that which was assigned him." 

The Universal Magazine in the next year took up the same 

to 
attitude towards Burns - the ignorant debauchee, although 

the reason for his inability to fill a superior station 

in life directly contradicts Marla Riddell: “his manners 

were not such as to secure the permanent friendship of 

1 1 
the respectable part of society," 

The true blast to Burns’s character, which formed the 
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foundation of all future biographers# came from Robert 

Heron of Heron# who posed as biographer and literary 

critic of the poet in 1797. But as early as 1799 Dr. 

Anderson could speak of Heron to Currie# who unfortunately 

read Heron closer than Anderson: “She Memoir is reckoned 

an injudicious and extravagant performance, written to 

display the author*3 talents in panegyric# inventive, and 

criticism.*' 

Heron*s criticism of the poetry is for the most part 

bombast, but he took it upon himself to take the first 

step in correcting the false notions of Burns's lack of 

education# which does him true credit.Heron stressed 

the superior education of the Scottish parish school sys¬ 

tem, which Burns studied under for several years# as the 

first stone to be removed from the natural genlxia struc¬ 

ture erected during the poet's life-time.^ Currie in 

1800 was to stress this same point in his essay on the 

Scottish peasantry# the prime purpose of which was to 

dispel the notion that the Scottish peasants were an 

uneducated and ignorant lot. 

Heron's acceptance of the Scottish measure and dia¬ 

lect marked the first attempt at a defense and Justifi¬ 

cation of them in Burns's poetry: 

They £ the poemsj were written in a phraseology, 
of which all the powers were universally feltj 
and which being at once antique, familiar, and 
now rarely written, waB hence fitted to serve 
all the dignified and picturesque uses of poe¬ 
try, without making it unintelligible. 

15 
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Heron gives Burns's poetry four distinct qualities: con¬ 

scious comprehension of mind, ardor \*lth delicacy of 

feelings, discernment between right and wrong or truth 

and falsehood, and a lofty minded consciousness of his 

own talents and merits. The second and third qualities 

are typical of the criticism given in his life-time, sen¬ 

timentality and morality. The third is obvious to any¬ 

one who takes time to read "The Vision." But the first 

is Heron’s trump card and the second blow at "natural 

genius." This quality meant to Heron that Burns could 

grasp any subject and discuss it intelligently, going 

straight to the heart of the problem and producing a 

happy conclusion or picture for the imagination.^ Heron 

cites such poems as "The Twa Dogs," the "Address to the 

Dell," "The Holy Pair," "Hallowe’en," "Cotter’s Saturday 

Night," "To A Haggis," and "To a Louse" as examples of 

his "fertile invention" and to prove that: 

Shoemakers, footmen, threshers, milk-maids, 
peers, stay-makers, have all written verses, 
such as deservedly attracted the notice of the 
world; but in the poetry of these people, while 
there was commonly some genuine effusion of the 
sentiments of agitated nature, some exhibition 
of such imagery as at once impressed itself up¬ 
on the heart; there was also much to be ever 
excused in consideration of their ignorance, 
their want of taste, their extravagance of 
fancy, their want Or abuse of the advantages 
of a liberal education. BURNS has no pardon 
to demand for defects of this sort, He might 
scorn every concession which we are ready to 
grant to his peculiar circumstances, without 
being, on this account, reduced to relinquish 
any part of his clalum to the praise of poeti¬ 
cal excellence....He demands to be ranked, not 
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with the W00DH0U8E3, the DUCKS, the RAMSEYS, 
hut with the MILTONS, the POPES, the GRAYS. 

Allowing all due discount to Scottish prejudice, the line 

of attach remains the same; Burns was not an untutored 

ploughman and if we put him anywhere, it is not with the 

natural geniuses and not even with Shenstone and Thomson 

(although Gray maybe intended to cover this group), but 

with Mlton and the leading neo-classicist, Pope.^ 

The anonymous article in the Scots Magazine for 

January, 1T9T, however, pretty closely sums up the general 

feelings about Burns’s poetry at the close of the century,20 

since it was Heron alone who struck out in a new course 

which was only taken up in 1800 by Currie and later by 

his successors. The best poems, according to this account, 

are the accepted ’’Tarn" and "The Vision”;2^ the first "is 

almost an epitome of all his powers; It Is such as a great 

poet only could write.” The second, "The Vision” dis¬ 

plays true poetic flights, while the standard piece for 

ecstacy, “The Cotter’s Saturday Night,” shows the poet’s 

chief virtues, descriptive talent and a feeling for nature, 

most beautifully.23 The satires are criticised in care¬ 

fully chosen words, so that offense is given to no one, 

but so that the general timidity to approach them is 

apparent; 

The most energetic language and the most power¬ 
ful ridicule were....employed In exposing what 
he considered as errors. It 1B to be regretted 
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that those should sometimes he directed against 
subjects of a sacred nature? in 'ridiculing the 
abuse of religion, and exposing superstition, 
fanatism, and hypocrisy, he is often in danger 
of ridiculing religion itself, and of speaking 
too lightly of things the moBt sacred* 



Chapter XII 

THE EARLY ROMANTICS 

I 

One has now seen two transitions! the late eight¬ 

eenth century transition from neo-classicism to pre¬ 

romanticism, with Augustan and Romantic theories existing 

more or less side by side and rivaling each other, and 

now pre-romanticism blossoming into romantioism* The 

first transition was one of content, i. e., the so-called 

pre-Romantles (and Bums when he followed the eighteenth 

century tradition) kept neo-classlc form and diction, 

but the content and emotional attitude changed. The 

chief Romantics turned more and more to nature as subject 

matter and at the same time, especially the “Lake School," 

repudiated neo-classic form and diction. 

The period extending from Dr. Currie*s edition of 

Burns in 1800 to Cromek's Rellcues of Robert Burns in 

1809 represents this second transition In literary taste. 

Currie timidly attempted to show that Burns was no illi¬ 

terate ploughman} he further attempted to justify Burns*s 

use of Scottish dialect and measures, although he himself 

felt them both to be rude and vulgar. But one must keep 

in mind that the literary scene was changing! in 1800 

Wordsworth published the "Preface" to the Lyrical Ballads 
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and in a sense a new era was dawning in English Literature. 

Currie’s ’’Life of Burns” was a distorted and patho¬ 

logical mess. He represented the poet as a man gradually 

sinking under his own dissipations and finally dying from 

chronic alcoholism. Nearly all the lives of the poet 

until 1850 were written under Currie’s guidance, except 

for the brief, hut violent reaction extending from 1814 

to 1820. 

in 1809 the Romantic period was moving towards its 

zenith and Burns was receiving the expected adulation 

for having been one of the first poets to return to nature. 

The great Romantics, if one may use this term, were forced 

to accept Currie’s picture of Burns's life, as they had 

no facts to the contrary. But while Currie set Burns up 

as an example and a warning to all drunkards, the Romantics 

set him up as an example and warning to all geniuses. The 

difference is important, for the Romantics admired Burns’s 

poems, for many reasons, not all of which are justified, 

and by emphasizing his genius, blossoming amidst the miser¬ 

able conditions and surroundings in which he lived, they 

were able to Idealize, to romanticize (using the popular 

meaning of the word) and idolise him. They accepted his 

dissipations and lamented them! their laments were short, 

however, for they preferred to look towards the nearest 

mountalntop and bid the world lift its eyes to see the 

Ayrshire Bard following his plough and chanting 11 Cotter’s 
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Saturday Nights" and "Visions*" 

This Romantic period saw the final acceptance of 

the dialect and the Scottish measures; the first apprecia¬ 

tion of Burns's work on Scottish song; the discovery of 

"The Jolly Beggars," and the timid, though ambiguous, 

recognition that Burns was no prodigy, no Ignorant, untu¬ 

tored ploughman, divinely Inspired. Burns's satires, 

however, once causes for blushing and cloak-room reading, 

were deplored in the most uncompromising and grandiloquent 

terms* If one might be permitted to limit the history 

of Burns's criticism to one problem, It would be the 

gradual acceptance of Burns's satires as great literature. 

While the Romantics lamented Burns's life as present¬ 

ed by Currie, the Rev. William Peebles was preparing a 

vicious attack on both Burns and his writings. When his 

Burnomanla appeared in 1811 it was the spark that Ignited 

a brave, but in the main unsuccessful, attempt to vindi¬ 

cate Burns's life and works, even the most abhorred of 

the satires. But that is the story of another chapter. 
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II 

THE TRANSITION PERIOD - DP* Currie 

Even If one duly discounts the exuberance and hyper¬ 

bole of Marla Riddell*s letters to Dr. Currie, one can 

see that the polite world was anxiously awaiting the 

publication of Burns*s life and works by the teetotailing 

doctor from Liverpool. In June, 1798, Mrs. Riddell writes 

Currio that "one-half the world Els J annoying me with in¬ 

cessant enquiries when Burns*s volume is to appear"1 and 

in January of the next year, still having no definite 

word from Currie, Mrs. Riddell again prods him: "One of 

the subscribers has this instant left me. • i .who enquired 

anxiously after them of me: the Marqulss of Aberoorn, 
o 

he is an enthusiast about Burns." The doctor, however, 

had a great deal of work to do on his volumes: a scissors 

and paste job that perhaps the literary world has never, 

seen before or since. But the world of letters was grow¬ 

ing impatient so that in August of the same year (1799) 

Marla was forced to write a letter expressing her pique 

and exasperation: "Believe me, I have reined in my impa¬ 

tience as long as I possibly could, but enquiries pour 

In upon me from all quarters which I am unable to satisfy. 

So favor me with one line, one single line, telling me 

in what state of forwardness this work of yourB ls."^ 

When Currie*s edition finally appeared in the summer 
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of 1800 its reception was olose to phenomonal, and by 

November a second edition was nearly completed by Cadell 

and Davies.^ In July Maria Riddell wrote a long letter 

criticizing the work fairly closely, but more in the 

spirit of panegyric than criticism.^ How many Burns 

manuscripts have been lost because of Currie, one will 

probably never know for certain, since Currie1s fastidi¬ 

ousness even bothered Maria Riddell, who was all for 

keeping things injurious to Burns’s fame (at least what 

she and polite society thought would be injurious) from 

the public eyes “Some omissions of the Editor’s that I 

recognize In various places are, I doubt not, justifiable 

on the score of severe propriety, but I think they rather 
6 dephlogisticate the Poet notwithstanding." One of the 

mysteries to the Burns’s biographers of the present day, 

all of whom attempt to eradicate the Bums legend, is 

Maria’s appreciation of Currie’s biography* It is notice¬ 

able that none of the recent biographers who had access 

to these letters gf Maria Riddell mention the glowing 

tribute to Currie’s veracity in depicting Burns’s life: 

You have retraced my poor, lost friend so 
naturally, and in a point of view so thor¬ 
oughly ressemblant* that I felt a tear glide 
down my cheek at several passages where you 
only Intended to be a faithful narrator, and 
probably never dreampt of writing pathetically.^ 

In September of 1800 Mrs* Riddell concludes a letter to 

Currie which amply shows how well received his work was; 
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Before I conclude, I must tell you that no hook, 
that has been discussed In my hearing at least, 
for a long while has been so generally admired 
and approved as this of yours* Some persons are 
pleased with one part, and some with another - 
but as a whole it takes singularly, and I find 
people very clamorous and as impatient about a 
second edition as they were for the first.,.. 

■8 

Dr. Anderson, who had been corresponding with Currie, like 

Marie Riddell, from almost the first moment of the incep¬ 

tion of the work, was Just as enthusiastic as Maria 

Riddell when the book was published, telling Currie that 

all received the volumes with great fervor and that the 

country owed him a debt of gratitude.^ In July, 1800, 

Coleridge wrote to Thomas Poole? “I would have you by 

all means order the late Edition,in four Volumes of Burns*s 

Works - the Life is written by Currie, and a masterly spec¬ 

imen of philosophical Biography it is."10 Colorldge must 

have been abashed when in August Lamb wrote to him? 

Have you seen the new edition of Burns? his 
post-humous works and letters? I have only 
been able to procure the first volume, which 
contains his life - very confusedly and badly 
written, and interspersed with dull pathologi¬ 
cal and medical discussions. It is written by 
a Dr. Currie. Do you know the well-meaning 
doctor? Alas, ne sutor ultra orepldamI^ 

Currie had a very heavy cross indeed to bear when he 

undertook the editing of Burns’s works and the writing 

of the poet’s life. The cross was made all the heavier 

by the fact that Currie greatly admired and loved Burns, 

but despised the peasant class. While he could not eradi- 
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cat© Burns*s pedigree, he could at least attempt to show 

that Burns was not an ignorant peasant, and in this he 

performed a creditable service to the poet. The confusion 

in the doctor*s mind, however, is apparent in his discus¬ 

sion of the cultivation of taste in the peasant class: 

“...to the thousands who share 1*16 original condition of 

Bums, and who are doomed to pass their lives in the 

station in which they were bom, delicacy of taste, were 

it even of easy attainment, would, if not a positive evil, 

be at least a doubtful blessing,"12 The problem with Bums, 

according to Currie, is that after he rose from the condi¬ 

tion of a peasant, he didn*t have a delicacy of taste 

equal to his sensibilities of passion*1^ The apparent 

contradiction herefcs due to Currie*s assumption that Bums's 

rise from the peasant class should never have happened; it 

was a freak of nature. This is evident from what Currie 

next says. He feels that the peasants would do better to 

study penmanship than Shakespeare because "it is of more 

consequence they should be made happy in their original 

condition, than furnished with the means, or with the de¬ 

sire, of rising above it."1^ 

Currie liked and enjoyed Burns's poetry, but despised 

the class from which Bums rose; since, however, Burns was 

a peasant he felt obliged to vindicate in some manner the 

peasant class, in order to justify his appreciation of 

Bums, He therefore writes a long prefatory discussion 
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of the history and worth of the Scottish parish school 

system# doubtlessly, like Heron, magnifying its worth 

and effectivenesssince this Is the first thing the 

reader opens to in approaching the Currie edition, If 

he reads it he must be favorably impressed, and conclude 

that Bums, though a peasant, had received a very fine 

rudimentary education. 

But Currie*s chief service to Bums as a poet was 

in his discussion of Scottish poetry and the poetry of 

Bums, Crltios and biographers of the late nineteenth 

and the twentieth centuries have pilloried Currie for 

his life of Bums and merely commented superciliously on 

his superficial discussion of Scottish poetry. No one 

can deny that the discussion is superficial; no one can 

even deny that Currie disliked Scottish folk and tradi¬ 

tional poetry; but the fact remains, and has been com¬ 

pletely overlooked, that Currie denied Burns*s claim to 

primitivism, took him out of the late eighteenth century 

neo-classic and sentimental tradition, and what is more 

important attempted to establish Bums as a direct des¬ 

cendant of the Scottish national (inner-dlrected) tradi¬ 

tion, Currie himself preferred the sentimental and neo¬ 

classic, but he recognized Bums*s role in Scottish lit¬ 

erature, when apparently no one else did, 

Currie tells his readers that it is difficult to 

approach Burns since he uses peasant life as his subjects; 
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frequently uses incorrect rhymes; and writes in measures 

which have "little of the pomp or harmony of modern versi- 
3 

fication, and is indeed to an English ear, strange and 
ify 

uncouth. The greater part of his early poems are 

written in this dialect which "though it still adheres 

more or less to the speech of every Scotchman, all the 

polite and ambitious are now endeavouring to banish [it] 

from their tongues as well as their writings*"^ Since 

all of this is true, Currie feels it necessary to give a 

history of Scottish verse, showing the break in the old 

Scottish tradition, when under the union of the crowns, 

poets began writing in English, starting a new tradition, 

which never completely superseded the old, but was rather 

grafted on to it. The immediate reasons for giving this 

history Currie sums up when he Bayes 

YJlth the English classics he became well ac¬ 
quainted in the course of his life and the 
effects of this acquaintance are observable 
in his later productions; but the character 
and style of his poetry were formed very early, 
and the model which he followed, in so far as 
he can be said to have had one, is to be sought 
for in the works of the poets who have written 
in the Scottish dialect r in the works of such 
of them more especially, as are familiar to the 
peasantry of Scotland. _ 

Thus Currie has seen what others, if they saw, refused to 

acknowledges Burns was not an ignorant ploughman writing 

by divine or natural inspiration, but rather a conscious 

literary writer, working in the ancient and most noble 

of Scottish literary traditions. 
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Currie’s selection and discussion of Bums’s poems, 

however, displays the typical sentimental and moral atti¬ 

tude in general• “To A Mouse" he thinks has admirable 

description while "the moral reflections jfarej beautiful, 

....arising directly out of the occasion? and in the con¬ 

clusion there is a deep melancholy, a sentiment of doubt 

and dread, that arises to the sublime."^ The difficulty 

with Currie and his contemporaries is that none of them 

differentiated between the true sentiment and pathos and 

the affected and forced. At the same time, for example, 

that Currie can rhapsodize over "To A Mouse," "The Auld 

Parmer’s Salutation," and "The Death and dying Words of 
on 

poor Maillle," he oan feel that the so-called "depres¬ 

sion poems" ("The Lament," "Ode To Ruin," "A Dirge," 

"Winter," "Man Was Made To Mourn," and "The Winter Night") 

are filled with exquisite beauty, passion, and pathos.2^ 

Currie’s discussion of Burns’s humor is limited to 

"The Twa Dogs,"22 which he justly appreciates, "The Address 

to the Dell," of which he says that "Humour and tenderness 

are...,so happily intermixed, that it is impossible to 

say which preponderates,"2-* and "Hallowe’en," one of the 

few aatlrid poems which he feels is free from every objec¬ 

tion of the personal satire, which appears in such poems 

as is in "The Holy Falr."2^ Currie, along with polite 

society, was not disposed to laughtheartlly at Burns’s 

satires, although he recognized their worth: 
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Unfortunately the correctness of his taste did 
not always correspond 'with the strength of his 
genius; and hence some of the most exquisite 
of his comic productions are rendered unfit for 
the light. (Notably, “Holy ¥11110*3 Prayer,“ 
“Rob the Rhymer*s Welcome to his bastard child,“ 
“Epistle to J. Gowdie," and “The Holy Tulzie11 

or “The Twa Herds.‘Cl „ 
25 

Although Currie admired “The Cotter’s Saturday Night11 

no less than his contemporaries, - indeed his praise is 

grandiloquent, - he treats it in a manner that must be 

especially noted. For “The Cotter11 and “The Brigs of 

Ayr11 Currie uses a comparative method in his discussion. 

For the first time in print a critic has actually compared 

and discussed “The Cotter11 in relation to Fergusson's 

“Farmer’s Ingle“2^ and “The Brigs11 to his “Plalnstanes 

and Causeway.1’2^ Currie has thus consciously attempted 

to show in some definite manner the connection between 

Burns and other writers of the national tradition, which, 

at the beginning of his essay, he had said existed. Cer¬ 

tainly others in their reviews, as has been already seen, 

mentioned Bums in relation to Ramsay and Fergusson, but 

for the first time the connection is taken seriously. 

Early reviewers and the literati were not anxious to see 

any relationship between Burns and the ancient Scottish 

tradition. Indeed what little of it they saw, they tried 

to remove Immediately, trying to push Bums Into the neo¬ 

classic, sentimental tradition which they represented. 

Currie’s appreciation of Burns's songs is a great 
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deal better than his choice of examples,2® He correctly 

notes that Burns always associates a place with a person 

in either his rural or amatory songs, (this fact has never 

been clearly and thoroughly analyzed) and that in his 

amatory and patriotic songs is never merely describing 

or observing a passion, but always experiencing lt.2^ 

He then notes the peculiar dramatic structure of Burns’s 

songs, “which prevails so much in the Scottish Bongs, 

while it contributes greatly to the interest they excite, 

also shews that they have originated among a people in 

the earlier stages of society.“3° Currie then adds a 

note to his assertion to substantiate it, for it is impor¬ 

tant to his conclusion: “Where this form of composition 

appears in songs of a modern date, it indicates that they 

have been written after the ancient model. Currie is 

again forging his theBis: even in songs Burns had a model 

— ancient Scottish songs of the national tradition, 

Currie confirms his defense of the Scottish tradition and 

dialeot by pointing out that the famous “Tam o’ 3hanter“ 

is exquisite simply because Burns can move from the scenes 

of lowest humor to “situations of the most awful and ter- 

rible kind,“:' And the reason that Burns can do this is 

that “He is a musician that runs from the lowest to the 

highest of his keys; and the use of the Scottish dialect 

enables him to add two additional notes to the bottom of 

the scale, 
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Currie’s acceptance of the debauohed and drunkard 

Burns and his insinuation that there were even worse 

matters that he refrained from mentioning stamped the 

legend with the mark of authority and was the bane of 

pious and orthodox editors and critics from 1800 to the 
54- twentieth century. How could one explain the “Saturday 

Night’* in the light of a debauched and irreligious poet? 

The only answer was to blush, roll the eyes to heaven, 

and remind readers that his genius in poetry, especially 

in poems with a good moral to point, like “The Cotter,** 

more than compensates for his impiety. It is not, however, 

a part of this paper to trace the Burns legend and there¬ 

fore only brief Indications will be pointed outjin the 

notes. 

The British Critic, true to its promise to Marla 
wrr* 

Riddell, gave Currie an excellent review, opening with 

a sentence that, though pompous and bombastic, pretty well 

summarizes the feelings towards Currie’s edition of Burns; 

It is indeed a composition, of which the merit 
is so great, that It must have extorted praise, 
even If the motive had been bad; and of which 
the intention is so excellent (to relieve the 
widow), that it must have commanded respect, 
even if the execution had been imperfect. 

36 

It is Interesting to note that the reviewer allows himself 

a two-page preamble in which to make the old point that 

many ploughmen and milkmaids have appeared on the scene 

lately with poetic aspirations, but only Burns had real 
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poetic genius.-^ In spite of Currie's two essays, which 

the reviewer had read, and indeed quotes at length,-5® he 

is not disposed to give up so readily the idea that Bums 

was an inspired genius. But in reality, though Currie's 

total work destroys the thesis, he still left the back 

door open when he considered Burns a sort of freak of 

nature, a peasant who rose against all odds. It must be 

also admitted that although Currie recognized and explained 

Burns's education and intelligence, he was still wont to 

speak of Burns as a genius, thus confusing the issue, 

for one is never sure whether he meant to imply "natural 

genius," which his own thesis denies, or genius with the 

addition of education. In either case the doctor left 

the door open for a continuation of the old belief while 

at the same time he salved his conscience in admiring 

Burns though he was a peasant. 

Currie completely repudiated the theory advanced by 

the early obituaries that Burns did not have the intelli¬ 

gence to be placed in a higher station in life.^ The 

awkward fact that Burns did not achieve a higher position, 

however, remained.^0 The answer to this problem was in¬ 

genious (and supplied unwittingly by Currie himself)? 

"...*if he had been placed in any more elaborate station, 

his indiscretion would have rendered his misfortunes more 

conspicuous, and his fall more striking.Even if the 

reviewer had not completely rid himself of the untutored 
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poet notion, the facte brought forward by Currie about 

Burned probable and his known formal education and his 

prodigious reading, commended warmly by the reviewer, 

militated against assigning Ignorance as the reason for 

Burns*s lack of promotion in the world* 

The polite world, and especially the English world, 

were not completely convinced by Currie's defense of 

Scottish dialect and measures* In his praise of “Lament 

of Mary, Queen of Soots,” the critic sees no reason for 

retaining the Scotch words, since they are merely English 
ho 

words spelled in Scotfiii. The truth of this assertion 

cannot be denied, but the intent Is more Important, for 

the critic assumes that for serious poetry it is then 

obvious that English is the more suitable language. It 

follows then that Scotch should be used only in the more 

humorous pieces and when the dialect can boast expressions 

"more significant, more tender, or more elegant than the 

English (which happens sometimes, though less frequently 

than provincial partiality may suppose)*"^ 

The critic*s choice of poems for commentary and high 

excellence, though dictated to a great extent by politics, 

shows well enough those poems of Bums in great favor in 

England. Basing his argument on the idea that the ode's 

noblest excellence Is passion, the critic cites “Bannock¬ 

burn” as one in no way Inferior to anything since "Alexan- 
44 

der*s Feast.” The critic is Indignant at Burns's French 
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sympathies, especially when he considers that the French, 

and not Bruce inspired ‘‘Bannockburn," hut all is forgiven 

for “Does haughty Gaul** and the “almost sublime war-song, “ 

“Farewell thou fair day*"2^ 

By 1802, however, one would guess that Ourrie was 

completely forgotten* Literary theories are not abandoned 

overnight. The Boots Magazine with great casualness sets 

forth a study of Burns that almost completely reverts to 

the primitivistic idea of the Edinburgh literati: “His 

works exhibit the sudden glowlngs of fancy, but nothing 

of the painful touches of art."2^ This assumption is based 

on the notion that “The Cotter^ Saturday Night," “The 

Vision," and “To a Daisy" are "among his masterpieces" 

and they vrere written early, before he had the advantages 

of Edinburgh and the literati. His later pieces, however, 

are better versified and less Inspired says the critic. 

His argument then is that versification, as he oontends, 

is the result of art or practice, and as Bums increased 

in art he decreased In inspiration. Hence natural genius 

produces great poetry; art does not*^ This is a strik¬ 

ing commentary on literary taste, and if not a momentary 

reversion to the primitivistic ideal, at least a clear 

expression of the primitivistic doctrine. 
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III 

BURNS AND THE ROMANTICS 

I have read (the poems of Burns} twice; and, 
though they "be written in a language that is 
new to me, and many of them on subjects much 
inferior to the author*s ability, I think them, 
on the whole, a very extraordinary production* 
He is, I believe, the only poet these kingdoms 
have produced in the lower ranks of life since 
Shakspeare, I should rather say since Prior, 
who need not be indebted for any part of his 
praise to a charitable consideration of his 
origin, and the disadvantages under which he 
has laboured. It will be a pity if he should 
not hereafter divest himself of Barbarism, and 
content himself with writing pure English, In 
which he appears perfectly qualified to excel* 
He who can command admiration, dishonours him¬ 
self if he aims no higher than to raise a laugh. 

49 

In this manner did Cowper speak of Burns shortly before 

the latter*s death* Cowper anticipated the best of the 

Romantic critics by some few years in his insistence on 

considering Burns as a poet and not as a plowman. Indeed 

Cowper made a very necessary distinction, the distinction 

between the poetry and the poet, which was not made by 

the Edinburgh literati and the so-called pre-Romantlcs, 

and which was to confuse Lord Jeffrey in spite of his good 

intentions. The real problem of Bums criticism is now 

coming into the light; Was Burns * s poetry deserving of 

attention as poetry; was his poetry, in other words, in¬ 

trinsically valuable and worth reading and commenting on; 

or was the poetry really rather poor, but the best that 
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any peasant had produced so far? The whole problem is 

based, of course, on the assumption that humble birth in 

general precludes lack of education; or more simply, the 

corollary of humble birth is ignorance* By associating 

Bums with Shakespeare and Prior, Oowper is pointing out 

clearly that to impute ignorance and lack of education 

to the humbler classes in general Is a grave error. By 

Implication, of course, Gotrper is denying that formal 

education and living in fashionable literary society are 

the prerequisites for writing good poetry. Ontthe other 

hand, he is also challenging the whole theory of spontane¬ 

ous poetry, for the intimation in his statement is that 

though Bums was not a formally educated man, he was cer¬ 

tainly not a happy primitlvist a la Rousseau.^0 Cowper, 

on the other hand, is a staunch Englishman when it comes 

to the languages in another passage he despairs of any 

Englishmen ever truly appreciating Burns as he does because 

Burns’s “uncouth dialect” will drive him away 

The romantic attitude towards Bums took almost as 

many shapes as there were romantics; in general however 

two camps formed; the one idolizing his poetry and lament¬ 

ing his dissipation; the other appreciatively criticizing 

his poetry by set standards and damning^hls dissipation. 

But one thing is common to both camps; whatever was said 

was said with the greatest extravagance and flourish of 

language possible. Thus in 1796 Lamb, representing the 
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first camp, writes to Coleridge: “Burns was the god of 

my idolotry, as Bowles is yours. I am jealous of your 

fraternizing with Bowles, when I think you relish him 
no 

more than Burns*... - 

The greatest Burns event of the early Romantic period 

was Cromek's publication, in 1808, of the Reliques of 

Robert Burns. Whatever value it has now to Burns biogra¬ 

phers and historians, to the oarly nineteenth century 

Cromers volume was merely 'the occasion for the new cri¬ 

tics to express their views on Burns. Almost unanimously 

they thanked Cromek for his “gleanings" but felt that 

there was not really very much to glean. Their greatest 

thanks to him, and some even said so,*^ was that he afford¬ 

ed them an opportunity to criticize Burns’s life and writ¬ 

ings . 

If the sentimentalists created the Burns of primiti¬ 

vism, it was no difficult task for the Romantics to trans¬ 

form this primitivism of “natural genius” into a weird 

mythical god, which is precisely the approach taken by 

the Eclectic reviewer, James Montgomery. Montgomery, one¬ 

time editor of the “Sheffield Iris,” noted supporter of 

the abolition of the slave trade (published his poem, 

“The West Indies” in 1809), and now active contributor 

to the new Eclectic Review, would not find it difficult 

to deify the genius of a “brother poet,” especially one 

who had sprung from the common people and who sang of the 
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man who* a a man for “a* that11: 

If ever there were an example, of paramount 
genius, - like the first-created Lion, burst¬ 
ing from the earth, 

..........pawing to get free 
His hinder parts,•••»•••.••• 

then rampant, and bounding abroad, and shak¬ 
ing *hls brinded mane* in all the Joy of new 
found life, - calculated to quloken souls as 
sordid as the clod, and make them start from 
the furrow into poets, the story of Burns af¬ 
fords that inspiring example: and if ever there 
were a warning. of the degradation and destruc¬ 
tion of powers of the highest order, calculated 
to scare the boldest, and even the vainest ad¬ 
venturer in the fields of poesy, the story of 
Burns too presents that terrific warning, that 
11flaming sword turning every way;* to forbid 
entrance Into the Paradise, wherein he flour¬ 
ished, and fell. . 

Such flourish and rhetoric almost make degradation envia¬ 

ble; but if we part the rhetoric from the meaning, we can 

see a new view of Bums being born: the transformation 

of “natural genius11 to a god-llke awesome genius, envel¬ 

oped in enchantment, moral reflections and warnings. 

Currie*s emphasis on Bums*s dissipation was intended 

to discourage drinking, and as such had a moral purpose. 

The Romantic camp of Idolaters retained the moral purpose, 

but removed the harshness of Currie; they Idealized Burns 

so that he became a Samson In his agony, rather than an 

uncouth ploughman in his cups. One may object that the 

purpose is the same, an example and a warning. True, one 

can answer, but the man is not the same. It is no longer 

Burns the plowman In all his rustic simplicity and uncouth- 
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ness. Burns no longer plows plain black earth; the earth 

Is sprinkled with Btardust. He no longer stoops over his 

plow; he walks in majesty through the clouds. He is no 

longer Currie's drunkard stumbling home from the tavern; 

he is Oedipus blinded and stumbling to,find forgiveness. 

He is Wordsworth's idealization "Of him who walked in 

glory and in Joy/Pollowing.hls plough, along the mountain¬ 

side."^ 

To support this romanticized view of Burns the critics 

called in religion, making Burns as orthodox as his con¬ 

temporaries made him unorthodox* The problem of Burns's 

satires, for all practical purposes supporting his own 

assertion that he lost his "Ideot piety," is dismissed 

by saying that Burns lost some of the childhood piety that 

made him happy as a boy, but retained enough to make him 

wretched with remorse the rest of his days.^6 °0n© who 

had always been a total stranger to the dying love of the 

Redeemer could never have penned the following lines, hum¬ 

ble yet exquisite as they are."^ ("Perhaps the Christian 

Volume," etc. from "Cotter"). The dilemma offered the 

reader if he does not accept the romantic theory as sup¬ 

ported by these lines is delightful; whoever does not 

feel his heart burn within him during a reading of the 

passage quoted lacks either taste or grace; let him deter- 
CO 

mine which. Thus, the poet's great sexual love and pas¬ 

sion, concludes the reviewer, stem from an antecedant 
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sublimity and grandeur: Sacred Scripture 

One can see now the subtle distinction between the 

romantic view of "natural" or primitivistic genius and 

the sentimental view. The latter stresses divine or 

natural inspiration in an uneducated rustic; the former 

accepts the divine inspiration but rejects the uneducated 

rustic. Or one can view the problem and its development 

from a different angle. According to the primltivists, 

using Rousseau, or what they thought was Rousseau, as 

their chief expositor of doctrine, the man of nature, 

unaffected by the disease of civilization is the true 

man; the closest one could come to this, if one did not 

have a few Africans or Indians about, was the uneducated 

rustic: he would lack the effects of civilization most 

and his education would be Just what he had learned from 

nature. Now the logical, though rarely, if ever, admitted, 

assumption behind the argument is that if one could do 

away with society and civilization one would attain the 

true nature of man which would be a state of complete 

happiness and bliss.The Romantics then, ignoring the 

crudeness and uncouthness that must necessarily accompany 

such a rustio, and somehow believing that education would 

come intuitively, glorify the happiness of such an exis¬ 

tence and idealize the rusticity in the same manner that 

pastoral poetry does. They have simply carried the formal 

logic of the Rousseaulan argument to its ultimate conclusion. 
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Hence, the romantic critic can truly write the following 

lines, and yet not mean the same thing by them that the 

prlmltivlsts would, that is, both talk about natural 

genius and inspiration; the primitlvlsts, however, see 

a peasant; the romanticists see a demi-god. 

Burns wrote not so much from memory as from 
perception; not after slow deliberation, but 
from instantaneous impulse; the fire that 
burns through his compositions was not elabor¬ 
ated spark by spark, from mechanical friction, 
in the closet; - no, it was in the open field, 
under the cope of heaven; this poetical Franklin 
caught his lightnings from the cloud while it 
passed over his head, and he communicated them, 
too, by a touch, with electrical swiftness and 
effect 

On the matter of Scottish dialect and Scottish meas¬ 

ures, the Eclectic reviewer represents the turning of 

the tide following Currie. While he admits that the 

dialect and the measures are vulgar to the "suthron" ear, 

he goes far out of his way to defend and explain Burns*s 

use of the dialect, and far surpasses Currie in under¬ 

standing and analysis.62 The reviewer insists that 

Burns*s best poems are a combination of the triple make¬ 

up of the Scottish tongue: the natural or pure Scots 

(of which little is left), vulgar (in the sense of common 

people) idioms, and pure English.6^ The dialect that 

results from the combination of these strains gives Burns 

three advantages: the measure of the verse can be computed 

quantitatively as well as by the number of syllables; a 

great latltilde in the use of rhyme, Jingling, or only 
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alliterative vowel-sounds in dissonant words (which the 

English ear ean*t appreciate) is allowed; and it gives 

“exquisite quaintness to humourous, and a simple grace 

to ordinary, forms of speech; while it renders sublime 
64 

and terrific imagery yet more striking and dreadful•“ 

This is the first time that an English reviewer attempts 

to understand and appreciate Burns*s dialect and measures* 

Lord Jeffrey notwithstanding* the pendulum has swung the 

full arc with the Romantics* 

If the Romantics Idealized the ploughman and his 

genius and appreciated his Scots* they abhorred his sat¬ 

ires and used stronger denunciations than even the respec¬ 

table literati. The Eclectic reviewer, obviously in all 

other matters a Burns idolater, cannot wash his hands 

enough times of the satires; 

His ordinary and his satirical productions, 
though the worst are stamped with originality 
and boldness of conception, are so debased and 
defiled with ribaldry and profaneness, that they 
cannot be perused without shuddering, by anyone 
whose mind is not utterly perverted and polluted. 
There is a blasphemous boldness in some of his 
effusions of spleen and malignity against graver 
persons than himself, which deserves unqualified 
reprobation; he stabs at the very heart of reli¬ 
gion through the sides of hypocrisy; yet the 
enmity itself which he manifests against her in 
his frantic moods, proves the power which she 
held over his mind, even when he was blindfold¬ 
ing, and buffeting, and spitting on her.^ 

As In the praise, so in the denunciations, no amount of 

rhetoric is spared; but one must notice that even In the 
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midst of reprobation the main thesis of the reviewer 

shines through, when he uses that subtle argument that 

silences many a schoolman: "Methinks thou dost protest 

too mueh."^ 

If the Edeotlo Review represented the camp of Burns 

idolaters the Edinburgh Review, strangely enough, repre¬ 

sented the critical camp of the harshest kind. Regret¬ 

tably the scathing denunciation of Burns*s supposed dissi¬ 

pations is all that Bums admirers remember of Lord 

67 
Jeffrey’s review* This is unfortunate because Jeffrey 

Is the only reviewer who really tries to view the whole 

Burns problem critically* He stands at the crossroads 

truly perplexed: he is not so romantic as to idealize 

Bums, nor is he so sentimental as to believe that Bums 

was an ignorant ploughman divinely inspired. But the 

problem still remains: Bums was a ploughman, though far 

from untutored* Jeffrey's problem is the same as Currie's: 

aristocratic prejudice; only Jeffrey does not evade the 

issue: he simply does not recognize it* Therefore he 

becomes confused and necessarily blatantly contradictory, 

for while he calls all readers to forget Bums as a prodigy 

divinely Inspired, he is forced to see that Burns was a 

farmer, and since farmers are ignorant and untutored, Just 

how does one explain the emergence of a true poet from 

that class, unless one admits he was inspired, Jeffrey 

opens his essay courageously enough: are convinced 
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that he £ Burns]/ will never be rightly estimated as a poet, 

till that vulgar wonder jf that Burns is a prodigy] be 

entirely repressed which was raised at his having been a 

ploughman." Thus he begins and launches into an admira¬ 

ble defense of Burns’s education: 

But he was not himself either uneducated or 
Illiterate and was placed perhaps in a situa¬ 
tion more favourable to the development of great 
poetical talents, than any other which could 
have been assigned him./...Before he had ever 
composed a single stanza, he was not only fami¬ 
liar with many prose writers, but far more in¬ 
timately acquainted with Pope, Shakespeare, and 
Thomson than nine-tenths of the youths that 
leave school for the university.^ 

with all this eloquent defense the problem of Burns’s ori¬ 

gin and lack of formal education haunted him into contra¬ 

dictions and harshness, even in the midst of the apology: 

....we can see no propriety in regarding the 
poetry of Burns chiefly as the wonderful work 
of a peasant, and thus admiring it much the 
same way as if it had been written with his 
toes; yet there are peculiarities in his works 
which remind us of the lowness of his origin, 
and faults for which the defects of his educa¬ 
tion afford an obvious cause, if not a legiti¬ 
mate apology. In forming a correct estimate 
of these works, it is necessary to take into 
account those peculiarities, utfhich are undis¬ 
ciplined harshness and acrimony of invective; 
lack of gallantry In the love poems; and con¬ 
tempt for prudence, decency, and regularity - 
his cardinal sin3„^ 

70 

Jeffrey's vicious attack on Burns’s contempt for 

prudence, decency, and regularity, his apparent belief 

in the "dispensing power of genius," and his constant 
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parade of his Independence (all signs of the poet*s Vul¬ 

garity and rusticity) echoed through the years by Jeffrey 

sympathizers and non-sympathizers alike, and are not under 

discussion here* The other two “peculiarities" are, 

however, and will be considered in reverse order. Burns, 

Jeffrey says 

has written with more passion, perhaps, and 
more variety of natural feeling, on the subject 
of love, than any other poet whatsoever, - but 
with a fervour that Is sometimes indelicate, 
and seldom accommodated to the timidity and 
’sweet austere composure* of women of refine¬ 
ment. 

Burns has no gallantry with women. He constantly writes 

the 

feelings of an enamoured peasant, who, however 
refined or eloquent he may be, always approaches 
his mistress on a footing of equality; but has 
never caught that tone of chivalrous gallantry 
which uniformly abases itself in the presence 
of the object of devotion, 
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Thus Burns’s forte for the elegant Jeffrey was "in humour 

and in pathos - or rather in tenderness of feeling." He 

rarely succeeded where "mere wit and sprightliness, or 

where great energy and weight of sentiment were requisite. 

Jeffrey’s choice of poemB then will rest on this con¬ 

sideration of gentle humor and tenderness. "The Cotter,"^ 

76 
"To A Mouse," and "To a Daisy" are emphasized as exhi¬ 

biting tender and delicate feelings. The songs it xd.ll 

be noticed are the least amatory; "I look to the West," 

"Drumossle Moor," "And ay she wrought her Mammie’s Work," 
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"0 stay, sweet warbling woodlark, 3tay,“ ‘'Ye flowery banks 

o* bonnie Doon," and “The Merry ploughboy cheers his team."*^ 

In each of these selections, humor, sadness, or melancholy 

are the dominant feelings expressed and fit Jeffrey's 

tastes: “The sensibility which is thus associated with 

simple Imagery and gentle melancholy, Is to us the most 

winning and attractive."^8 It Is interesting to note that 

for Jeffrey the fragment, "A Vision," has great "power of 

description; and the vigour of the whole composition," If 

Burns had written nothing else, "would have entitled him 

to the remembrance of posterity*"^ Jeffrey's patriotism 

forces him to admit that "The finest piece, of -the strong 

and nervous sort,....is undoubtedly the address of Robert 
<5A 

Bruce to his army at Bannockburn.." 

Burns's humorous pieces do not include many of the 

satires In Jeffrey's estimation. "Tam" of course, is 

completely acceptable, but "Scotch Drink," "Holy Pair," 

“Hallowe'en" and several of the songs have "traits of 
O * 

infinite merit." 1 The satire is much too harsh and lacks 

polish and wit, especially the epigrams, which “seem to 

have been written, not out of playful malice or virtuous 

Indignation, but out of fierce and ungovernable anger."82 

The more general satires have much humor and vivacity, 

but unfortunately, for Jeffrey at least, lack the most 

Important things gentlemanly polish.8^ Jeffrey's criti¬ 

cism Is certainly based on snobbery, but it is interesting 
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to note that this snobbery did not extend to the Scottish 

poems or the measures, one of the first places one would 

expeot it. On the contrary, Jeffrey disagrees with Currie 

oh the rudeness of Burns’s versification and insists that 
84 Burns is at his best in the Scotsh dialect and measures. 

Strangely enough Jeffrey does not consider it a "provin¬ 

cial1' dialect.^ Jeffrey’s conclusion is almost prophetic 

in its veracity and shows that if he could not descend to 

shake the hand of the peasant-poet, he at least understood 

though he could not explain, his genius: "....his poetry 

is far superior to his prose;...-his Scottish compositions 

are greatly to be preferred to his English ones; and.... 

his Songs will probably outlive all his other productions.1 

Perhaps the most famous literary man of the period 

(at least from our modem point of view) who reviewed 

Cromek and expressed his thoughts on Bums, was Sir Walter 

Scott. If Scott’s review was marred by what Snyder, per¬ 

haps more Indignantly than correctly, called his "inveter- 

ate Toryism," ' the credit goes to Scott alone for bring¬ 

ing the magnificent "Jolly Beggars" to the public notice. 

If Scott could not forget Burns’s politics, he at least 

graciously excused them. Burns’s too open sympathy for 

the House of Stuart Scott readily attributes to Burns’s 

own statement that it was more sentiment and "Vive la 
88 bagatelle." And as for Burns’s JacobiXnism, it is 

89 roundly damned; but even Scott is generous enough to 

86 
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say that his superiors In the Excise should have attempted 

to soothe Burns and not Irritate him for the simple reason 

that this "partisan was Burns!"50 One always hesitates 

to speak of Scott and romanticism In the same breath be¬ 

cause of the many qualifications that should and must be 

stated. But Bince the term is being used in its most 

general literary sense, these qualifications will be 

Ignored in the discussion, with the understanding that 

Scott’s romanticism must always be balanced in the reader’s 

mind by his realism. Scott’s attitude towards Burns’s 

supposed dissipation Is the general attitude of the roman¬ 

tics as expressed by the Eclectic reviewer, not Lord 
91 Jeffrey. Scott too feels that Burns was the "child of 

Impulse and feeling," but no matter how far he was carried 

by the torrent of his passions, he never "lost sight of 

the beacon which ought to have guided him to land, yet 

never profited by Its light."52 Scott is also appealing 

to religion; the sight of a Burns beating his breast with 

remorse and crying the bitter tears of sorrow Is a much 

better picture to dwell upon, especially if one wants to 

idealize, than the drunken Burns stumbling home after a 

night with the Fenelbies* Both pictures are to a certain 

extent true and can be justified by the poet’s writings; 

but the exaggeration of one over the other makes either 

a caricature. It is the caricature of the first which 

was the justification of the Romantic idealization.5^ 
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Scott was no friend to Burns*s satire and indeed 

regretB those satirical sallies of the poet which were 

hastily written for some particular person or event and 

condones Currie1s rejection of them.^- There is one, 

however, which Scott feels should have been included by 

Currie and would have been Cromek's greatest achievement 

had he included it in his Reliaues: “The Jolly Beggars. 

This cantata is according to Scott “for humourous descrip¬ 

tion and nice discrimination of character.*..inferior to 

no poem of the same length in the whole range of English 

poetry.Indeed “It is certainly far superior to any¬ 

thing in the Beggar*s Opera, where alone we could expect 

to find its parallel.What is particularly ironic 

about Scott*s choice of this poem, is that of all Burns*s 

satires this is certainly the most socially chaotic, for 

most of his more brilliant satires were levelled at the 

Kirk; this poem undermines society Itself. Scott noticed 

part of the problem himself, however, and sought to Jus¬ 

tify it: 

Something, however, must be allowed to the 
nature of the subject, and something to the 
education of the poet: and If from venera¬ 
tion to the names of Swift and Dryden, we 
tolerate the grossness of the one, and the 
indelicacy of the other, the respect due to 
that of Burns may surely claim Indulgence 
for a few light strokes of broad humour.rtQ 9o 

Scott is apologizing for the few doxies and the sexual 

suggestions in the cantata; he does not, however, seem 



to catch the social revolution Inherent in the poem as 

a whole. This limited view of satire becomes quite appar¬ 

ent when one considers Scott’s attitude to ’’Holy Willie”: 

It is "....a piece of satire more exquisitely severe them 

any which Burns afterwards wrote, hut unfortunately cast 

in a form too daringly profane to he received into Dr. 

Currie's Collection."^' Obviously:Scott is thinking only 

of the religious and sexual elements of Burns's satire, 

and since that is at a minimum in "The Jolly Beggars," 

he misses the theme of the poem as expressed in capsule 

form in the conclusion: 

A fig for those by law protected! 
Liberty's a glorious feast, 

Courts for cowards were erected, 
Churches built to please the priest. 

If Scott could not understand why Burns spent so much 

time collecting and writing songs, instead of undertaking 

some great work, like a drama, he did appreciate and laud 

Burns's industry in salvaging nearly,all the best songs 

of Scotland and was the first to correctly analyze Bums' 

work on the songs. Scott, no laggard in song collecting 

and retouching himself, knew that many of the ancient 

songs had lost much of their original flavor, and indeed 

words and phrases, through the passage of time and through 

the obvious changes that accompany oral tradition. Thus 

Scott saw that "few (songs), whether serious or humorous, 

passed through his hands without receiving some of those 
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magic touches, which* without greatly altering the song, 

restored its original spirit, or gave it more than It 

•previously possessed#”*01 Scott completely understood 

the work.of the poet: 

So dexterously are those touches combined with 
the ancient structure, that the rlfaoclamento« 

_in many instances, could scarcely have been de¬ 
tected, without the avowal of the bard himself# 
Neither would it be easy to mark his share in 
the individual ditties# Some he appears to have 
entirely re-written; to others he added supple¬ 
mentary stanzas; in some he retained only the 
leading lines and the chorus; and others he mere- 
ly arranged and ornamented.^ 

If, however, Scott understood Burns1s enthusiasm and genius 

in song collecting and song-writing, he still felt that 

Burns wasted too much time in this field, when there were 

so many other things his genius was fitted for, like Burns*s 

proposed drama on Bruce, which Scott felt would have failed 

on the stage, because of Burns’s “lack of chivalry,” but 

the mixture of the humble, the horrible, and the humorous 

would have entirely made up for its stage failure, excel¬ 

ling probably ”Tam” and ”Dr# Hornbook.”10^ 

Like Jeffrey, Scott did not see much in the songs 

collected by Oromek except the stanza he lauded so highly 

(which is probably one of the main reasons that the public 

noticed it and took it to their hearts, never to relin¬ 

quish it)i "The following exquisitely affecting stanza 

contains tho essence of a thousand love taless”10^ 

Had we never loved sae kindly, 
Had we never loved sae blindly, 
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Never met or never parted, 
We had ne'er been broken-hearted.^ 

While Scott does not dismiss the dialect of Burns, 

he makes a remark that clearly reveals that neo-classicism 

had not yet lost its hold on the literary tastes of the 

new Romanticism and that the public had not yet succumbed 

to Wordsworth's "Preface." 

There are a few attempts at English verse, in 
which, as usual, Burns falls beneath hlmBelf. 
This is the more remarkable, as the sublimer 
passages of his 'Saturday Night,' 'Vision,' 
and other poems of celebrity, always swell 
into the language of classic English poetry, 

Unaware of the contradiction implied in his own remark, 

Scott can still marvel that Burns was a poor poet when 

writing in classic English. Later generations, however, 

have rejected those "sublimer passages" for which Burns 

was once celebrated and have agreed that in his attempts 

at English verse he "falls beneath himself. 

Nearly all the great romantic poets have expressed 

their opinions of Burns; but none entered the lists so 

openly and daringly as Wordsworth, first with poems and 

then with his famous, or infamous, letter to Gray, which 

will be considered in another context. Wordsworth admired 

Burns's supposed return to nature and thought that Burns's 

poetry was perhaps the best example of the simple diction 

and direct observation advocated in the well-known "Preface" 

to the Lyrical Ballads. Hallam reports Wordsworth*s opinions 
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thus: “The same day I met Wordsworth[he had talked earlier 

to Tennyson], and mentioned Burns to him. Wordsworth 

praised him, even more vehemently than Tennyson had done, 

as the great genius who had brought Poetry back to Nature.“ 

Unlike Tennyson, however, Wordsworth was not referring 

to Burns’s songs, for he tells Hallams “Of course I refer 

to his serious efforts, such as the ’Cotter’s Saturday 

Night*; those foolish little amatory songs of his one has 

to forget.Wordsworth was uncomfortable when it came 

to remembering Burns's dissipations; it was easier to pass 

over them quickly and think of Burns’s moments of glory: 

Enough of sorrow, wreck, and blight; 
Think rather of those moments bright 
When to the consciousness of right 

His course was true, 
When Wisdom prospered in his sight 

And virtue grew.^0 

This was the Romantic idealization in the face of what 

then seemed only too evident facts to the contrary. It 

was more inspiring to forget that Burns was “Too frail 

to keep the lofty vow/That must have followed when his 

brow/Was wreathed../With holly spray^ and think 

of him 

Fresh as the flower, whose modest worth 
He sang, his genius ’glinted* forth, 
Rose like a star that touching earth, 

For so it seems, 
Doth glorify its humble birth 

With matchless beams. 

The piercing eye, the thoughtful brow, 
The struggling heart,.... 
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: Pull soon the Aspirant of the plough, 
The prompt, the brave, 

Slept, with the obscurest, in the low 
And silent grave. 

112 

Thus, Burns, the dissipated, could be friends with 

Wordsworth, the philosopher, because of their mutual 

loves of nature:, 

True friends though diversely Inclined; 
But heart with heart and mind with mind, 
Where the main fibres are entwined, 

Through Nature*s skill, 
May even contraries be Joined 

More closely still.„„„ 
113 

Only this romantic dream-picture could have enabled 

Wordsworth to pen the most romantic lines ever written 

on Burns: 11 [l thinkJ Of him who walked in glory and in 

Joy/Following his plough, along the mountain-side." 

Byron’s attitude towards Burns lacked the sentimen¬ 

tality and misty halo of Wordsworth, but reflected Just 

as clearly the romantic ideal of the half-god, half-man, 

half-genius that made up Burns: "Read Bums to-day. 

What would he have been, if a patrician? We should have 

had more polish - less force - Just as much verse, but 

no immortality...." One must notice here a complete 

reversal of attitude: Burns was received with open arms 

by Edinburgh beoause he was a peasant and an answer to 

their primitivistic prayers; he was then rejected by them 

beoause he remained a peasant and refused to conform his 

poetry to neo-classic tradition and because his rusticity 
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In humor and satire offended their civilized palates. 

Lord Jeffrey abhorred his peasant outlook and Scott was 

uneasy when confronted with it. But the "great names" 

among the romantic poets, representing two different 

camps; Wordsworth and Byron, find their joy in this 

peasantry - and Burned immortality along with it. The 

mixture of things that made up Burns’s complex character 

continued to fascinate the equally complex character of 

Lord Byron, who in recording his thoughts on the subject 

gave a phrase, the last wordo Of ■nVhich perfectly represented 

the Romantic attitude; 

Allen....has lent me a quantity of Burns’s 
unpublished and never-to-be published Letters. 
They are full of oaths and obscene songs. 
What an antithetical mind! - tenderness, rough¬ 
ness, - delicacy, coarseness - sentiment, sen¬ 
suality - soaring and grovelling, dirt and 
deity - all mixed up In that one compound of 
inspired clay! _ . 

116 

"Dirt and deity." The dirt the Romantics, for the most 

part, overlooked or lamented; the deity they extolled. 

It was Byron alone who could see the Burns of both dirt 

and deity without flinching or lamenting. He did not have 

to Ignore the dirt to appreciate the deity. 

The sensitive Keats, perhaps even more than Wordsworth, 

worshipped at Burns’s shrine and felt most profoundly 

Burns’s dirt. In his sonnet "On visiting the tomb of Burns," 

Keats expresses his honor of Burns; "Burns! with honour 

due/l oft have honour’d thee."^ ^ Keats, however, was 
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disgusted at the sight of Dumfries and at the hovel in 

which Burns lived and this raised his sorrow over the 

fate of Bums to an even greater emotional height. The 

knowledge of Burns’s actual surroundings only tended to 

make the Romantics Idealize him even more? for only a 

half-god could write such glorious poetry in such an evil 

environment. One must remember that Keats and Wordsworth 

both took the grand tour of Scotland and of Burns’s na¬ 

tive county?. Hence with deep emotion Keats could write 

to Reynolds* 

One song of Burns’s Is of more worth to you 
than all I could think for a whole year in 
his country - His misery Is a dead weight 
upon the nimbleness of one’s quill - I tried 
to forget it - to drink toddy without any 
Care - to write a merry Sonnet - it wont do - 
he talked with Bitches - he drank with Black¬ 
guards, he was miserable - we can see horribly 
clear in the works of such a man his whole 
life, as If we were God’s spies.„„0 118 

With this environment in mind Keaf’s could easily ration¬ 

alize Burns’s dissipation* 

Poor unfortunate fellow TBurnsl - his disposi¬ 
tion was southern - how sad it is when a luxur¬ 
ious imagination is obliged in self defence to 
deaden its delicacy in vulgarity, and riot in 
thing(s) attainable that it may not have leisure 
to go mad after thing(s) which are not.^^ 

These ideas were perhaps the best foundation for the 

deification of Bums by the Romantics. Of their lament 

at Bum’s fate perhaps Keats has also expressed it best 

in poetry and at the same time linked Burns’s name with 
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a hero whom Burns worshipped. The poet would have appre¬ 

ciated this tribute more than any other: 

Of him whose name to ev’ry heart’s a solace, 
Highmlnded and unbending William Wallace. 
While to the rugged north our musing turns, 
We well might drop a tear for him* and Burns. _ 

120 



Chapter IV 

REACTIONS AND SETTLEMENT 

.♦.♦•a tribute just 
To the great bard, erect a Bust? 
Nor is this all; from age to age, 
As for a monarch, hero, sage, 
Let anniversaries repeat 
His glories, celebrate a fete, 
Imbibe his spirit, sing his songs, 
Extol his name, lament his wrongs, 
His death deplore, accuse his fate. 
And raise him far above the great. 

What call you this? Is it Inania? 
1*11 coin a word, His Bumomania.| 

The Rev. William Peebles's little volume; Burnamanla. 

containing these doggerel verses, was a violent denuncia¬ 

tion of Burns and his poetry on a charge of moral perver¬ 

sions which ranged from cruelty to his wife to downright 

atheism.2 Perhaps, however, the reverend poetaster from 

Newton-on-Ayr had a tint of malice or vengeance coloring 

his religious indignation. One cannot forget that in 

“The Kirk's Alarm" Peebles suffered a vicious satiric 

attack as "Poet Willie" (stanza XII) and in "The Holy 

Fair" ascended "The Holy Rostrum" "Frae the Water-fit" 

only to chase common sense "up the Cowgate" while he, 

as "antidote" to the Rev. George Smith, preached the 

"word o' God" (stanza XVI). Peebles's volume, at any e 

event, was the obvious reaction to the intense romanticiz¬ 

ing of Burns as a poet and as a man that had been the 

92 
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critical attack of the early romantics. Where the roman¬ 

tics however had merely wept tears at Burns*s supposed 

crimes and passed quickly over the satires, Peebles laid 

specific moral charges, calling on ‘'all real Christians of 

every denomination” to support him*^ To all “real Chris¬ 

tians” Burns could be seen only as one who deliber¬ 

ately, repeatedly, exultingly glories in vice, ridicules 

religion, makes the truths of God the subjects of merri¬ 

ment, and exhibits himself....as a profane blackguard.”^ 

Peebles’s attack on the poetry is almost chilling in its 

severity; nearly every poem comes under his execrating 

hand. The criticism of “The Holy Pair" will suffice as 

the typical example of Peebles’s method: 

.... fun is more to him than God Almighty I 
The favour and will of heaven give place to 
funl And he Instantly gives ample proof 
that he profanes the Sabbath, and attends 
religious exercises not for fun only, but 
for pouring out all the virulence of malig¬ 
nity and vengeance, that Is in him, on the 
ministers of religion: he gratifies him¬ 
self and the lewd and licontious In describ¬ 
ing the grossest indecencies, said, or sup¬ 
posed, to be met with at such scenes.- 

5 

If such immorality is true in Burns then it is fool¬ 

ish to defend him as a sentimentalist, Peebles declares. 

And with this idea in mind the reverend gentleman launches 

into an attack of sentiment and fine feelings. To Peebles 

all gushing and tears over wounded hares, field mice, and 

whatever else the “men of feeling” considered refined and 

elegant was pure nonsense when unaccompanied by a genuine 
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love for one’s fellow mans “....fine feeling is every¬ 

thing, obliterating all guilt, and rendering prodigality, 

extravagance, Idleness, debauchery and vice not excusable 
£ 

only, but amiable, respectable and meritorious**' Peebles 

was aiming at the very heart of the cult of sentimentality, 

but was striking out in every direction at once. He saw 

the heresy in the cult when he pointed out that **men of 

feeling" weep over a dying Insect and remain cold to the 

sufferings of fellow human beings.*^ But an attack so vio¬ 

lent, and using the beloved Scottish bard as its target, 

could hardly expect to receive universal applause, which 

of course it did not* Instead a reaction in favor of 
Q 

Burns ensued.0 Although clinging to their romantic 

vision of Burns, the nex* critics took up Burns and his 

poetry on Peebles’s terms? morality* 

In 1812 George Glelg, bishop of Buehin, litterateur, 

and in 1816 prelims? of Scotland, presented the public for 

the first time with a critique of each poem In the 1787 

edition.^ The purpose of this volume, though never stated 

explicitly, was simply to point out the moral that was in 

each of Burns’s poemsj if there was no moral too evident, 

Gleig simply forced one into the poem. It was a fairly 

simple matter to wax eloquent over the didacticism of "The 

Twa Dogs," "Lament for Glencalra," and "The Cotter,"10 

but to say that the moral instruction of "Bruar Water" 

is the author’s hope to help the animals dwelling about 
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1 1 
it, and to take the concluding moral of "Tam" with great 

12 
seriousness clearly show how ludicrous such a moralistic 

defense must eventually become. 

Gleig was, of course, forced to repudiate the extreme 

satires,^ although he was saved with "The Jolly Beggars" 

by having Scott*s whole-hearted backing, whom he quotes 

completely. Although Gleig cannot condone "Scotch Drink" 

and "The Author's Earnest Ory and Prayer" because of its 

immoral tendencies^ he is critic enough to praise the 

vivid descriptions of the peasants and the bacchanalian 

scenes.^ But with all his moralizing the problem of the 

satires still remained and needed to be explained if Burns 

was to rise triumphant over his religious adversaries. 

The fact that Glelg found moral purpose and instruction 

in many of Burns's poems and that he defended Burns as a 

poet on the romantic grounds that the range of an illiter¬ 

ate poet may not,be great but 1B perhaps closer to nature 

than the literary poet who merely makes copies of copies 

of nature^ does not answer Peebles's charges of immoral¬ 

ity in the religious satires. But the answer was delayed 

some years, although the way out of the difficulty may 

seem obvious now. But then that would really be arguing 

after the fact. 

The defense of Burns's personal morality, however, 

was now in full swing. In 1815 Alexander Peterkin Issued 

a new edition of Burns's works which was openly dedicated 
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to clearing the poet’s name. To the subscribers for a 

national monument to Burns he dedicates the works ”1 

expect nothing from you, but approbation for having 

obtained evidence in refutation of some foul charges 

against the moral qualities of Burns, and his poetry, 
18 • which have of late been propagated.” These “evidences” 

are the now famous letters of Gilbert Bums, James Gray, 
19 Alexander Flndlater, and George Thomson. In a long 

prefatory essay Peterkln refutes various assertions of 
20 Currie, Irving, Jeffrey, Scott, and Welker concerning 

Burns’s drinking and licentiousness, but,as Professor 

Snyder points out, then made the mistake of reprinting 

Currie’s life, in effect denying his ovm refutations.2^ 

But as far as Burns’s biography is concerned, to Peterkln 

must go the. credit of the first large scale attempt to 

rehabilitate the life of the poet. As far as the poetry 

goes if. Peterkin adds nothing to the trend in criticism. 

But the defense of Burns that actually dragged the 

public into the argument was the now infamous letter of 

Wordsworth to James Gray. Wordsworth’s only defense 

of Burns is the statement that Burns was probably not a 

drunkard when he wrote ”Dr. Hornbook”2^ and that he 

(Wordsworth) excused Burns’s excesses, even though the 

poet himself admitted them.2’**' The real point of the let¬ 

ter was twofold: to explain the proper method of writing 

biographies of literary people2^ and to attack Lord Jeffrey 26 
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Ostensibly using Burns as the subject, by criticizing 

Jeffrey's review of Cromek, Wordsxrorth was merely vent¬ 

ing his spleen against Jeffrey, unfortunately at the ex¬ 

pense of Burns* When Wordsworth accuses Jeffrey of being 

Inconsistent for saying that Bums was perpetually making 

a parade of his thoughtlessness and at the same time per¬ 

petually doing something else, the argument becomes as 

pedantic as debating how many angels can dance on the 

point of a pin — and Just about as valuable* To this 

strange letter De Quincey later attributed the revived 

Interest in the defense of Burns's morality. Although 

it was actually Gleig who set the reaction in motion, or 

perhaps one should say Peebles, De Quincey is certainly 

correct in so far as the general public was concerned.2^ 

De Quincey comments that Currie had been accepted for 

many years: “So matters stood some twelve or fourteen 

years; after which period a 'craze* arose on the subject 

of Burns, which allowed no voice to be heard but that 

of zealotry and violent partisanship.Of Wordsworth's 

letter De Quincey states; “Its momentary effect, in con¬ 

junction with Lord Jeffrey's article, was to revive the 

interest (which for some time had languished under the 

oppression of Sir Walter Scott and Lord Byron) in all that 

related to Burns. 

It took two years to set up the partisan spirit, but 

when Hazlitt mounted the rostrum in 1818 to deliver his 
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lecture on Burns and the old English ballads^0 a Burns 

party was formed and given,the basic platform for defense. 

After castigating Wordsworth for his pompous letter and 

his disgusting.laceration of Jeffrey, Hazlltt says what 

Wordsworth would have said if Wordsworth had really liked 

and understood Burns - which he obviously did not since, 

as Haalltt feels, he knew nothing of life, while Burns 

had lived life.Wordsworth could have shown that the 

writing of "Tam" was enough to make any man immortal, for 

no Puritan had yet arisen to write such a poeml52 He could 

have shown that poets are men of genius and-not machines, 

and it is too much to expect them to be distinguished by 

"sang-froid, circumspection, and sobriety."53 Or again, 

all men of genius are liable to error by the confidence 

their superiority inspires,5^ Further Wordsworth might 

have discussed the many temptations that Burns was exposed 

to from his struggles with fortune and the uncertainty of 

his fate.55 But finally he might have pointed out the 

incompatability between the excise and the Muse.56 Roman¬ 

tic criticism is at its height here; unbridled genius and 

spontaneous overflow of emotions are.perhaps for the first 

time, in regards to Burns, at least implicitly stated by 

a renowned Romantic critic. 

The romantic view of genius comes out again, and this 

time somewhat to Burns’s detriment, in Blackwood’s review 

of Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd.57 The life of a farmer is 
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hard and unpoetle as opposed to the poetic and Idyllic 

life of the shepherd. Hence Hogg*s circumstances were 

more favorable than Burns’s to writing poetry.-*® Burns 

excells in pathos and deep human passion,, while Hogg is 

full of wild enthusiasm for nature.^9 Thus, Hogg rushes 

to embrace nature and Burns to embrace man and !'.,♦« there 

can be nothing more delightful than to see these two gen¬ 

uine children of nature following the voice of her inspir¬ 

ation into such different haunts.,.,*'^0 The problem of 

illiteracy has completely disappeared from sight in roman¬ 

tic criticism, as has the problem of primitivism. To be 

sure they are present, but in an undercover fashion. The 

critics are no longer worried about or astounded at the 

lack of formal education. The more important problems of 

inspiration, enthusiasm, and nature are in the mouths of 

the critics* If one is to judge Burns now, the points of 

disagreement will be whether he has Inspiration, enthusiasm, 

or love of nature. Thus, despite all Hazlltt’s praise, 

Blackwood’s with perfect calm could claim that Burns had 

more universality but Hogg more wild enthusiasm for nature 

On the other hand the same magazine, several months later, 

in reviewing Crabbe, could say $ln a .sense summarising 

extreme romantic criticism): 

He CBumsJ was born a poet, if ever man was, 
and to his native genius alone is owing the 
perpetuity of his fame. For he manifestly 
never studied poetry as an art, nor reasoned 
on its principles - nor looked abroad with 
the wide ken of Intellect, for objectB and 
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subjects on which to pour out his inspira¬ 
tion...* Hence, when genius impelled him to 
write poetry, poetry came gushing freBhly 
up from the well of his human affections - 
and he had nothing more to do* than to pour 
it, like streams irrigating a meadow, in 
many a cheerful tide over the drooping flowers 
and fading verdure of life.^g 

If Hazlitt led the defense of Burns's morality on 

romantic principles of taste, one still had to face up 

to the religious satires. By quoting “The Cotter,“ “To 

a Mouse,“ etc., one could nicely ignore the moral question 

and challenge thrown down by Peebles, but nevertheless 

the satires were there and critics were still humbly 

apologizing for them and then passing them over quickly. 

Campbell, in his Specimens, rebuked Jeffrey for his attack 

on Burns's low condition and “perpetual*' boasting^, but 

at the same time stated the ambiguous case for the satires, 

for it was difficult to deny the wit and humor of the poems: 

“....his satire was fierce and acrimonious. I am not, 

however, disposed to consider his attacks on Rumble John, 

and Holy Willie, as destitute of wit; and his poems on the 

clerical settlements at Kilmarnock, blends a good deal of 

ingenious metaphor with his accustomed humour.But 

still bound by propriety, Campbell feels obliged to comment 

on his praise of “The Holy Fair:" 

It is enough, however, to mention the humour 
of this production, without recommending its 
subject. Bums, indeed, only laughs at the 
abuses of a sacred Institution; but the theme 
was of unsafe approach, and he ought to have 
avoided 
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But Campbell's mild praise had opened the door 

pretty wide for what would seem now the most obvious 

approach to a defense of the satires! make Burns a 
■ 

reformer of religion, This is exactly the position that 

the Rev. Hamilton Paul, a moderate clergyman of the New 
Jk(Z 

Lights, took in his life of the poet. After pointing 

out the errors of former critics and biographers and 

delivering a mild censure to Burns's Indiscriminate use 

of Scripture,. Paul bravely launches into a fervent defense 

of the religious satires. Of the "Holy Pair" he comments 

that "The shafts of ridicule are the best weapons for ex¬ 

posing absurdity," and that "Burns in that delightful sat¬ 

ire has not offered a single sneer at the solemnity Itself. 

He has only attacked the abuses attendant on the mode of 

conducting it."47 It is in his defense of "Holy Willie," 

however, that Paul reaches his real heights of eloquences 

... This was not only the prayer of Holy Willie, 
but It is merely the metrical version of every 
prayer that is offered up by those \*ho call 
themselves the pure reformed church of Scotland 
, • • .He E&urnsl could not reconcile his mind to 
that picture of the Being, whose very essence 
is Love, which is drawn by the high Calvinists 
or the representatives of the Covenanters - 
namely, that he is disposed to grant salvation 
to none but a few of their sect...,,The hypocrisy 
and dishonesty of the man, who was at the time 
a reputed saint, were perceived by the discern¬ 
ing penetration of Bums, and to expose them he 
considered his duty.^ 

Paul continued in this manner to abuse the severe doctrines 

of the Kirk and shows how in each of his satires Burns set 
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for himself the duty of exposing the absurdity of the 

doctrines as well as the abuses In the ceremony of the 

Kirk and Its discipline* It was left to the late Victor¬ 

ians, however, to carry Paul’s arguments to their logical 

conclusions, 1* e., making Burns a second Knox, a divinely 

inspired reformer of the Kirk,^ but1 Paul had in the mean¬ 

time performed his own duty: to justify Burns's religious 

satireB. Burns had now been dragged through almost every 

Ooncelvable critical phase; he had been praisad, damned, 

re-praised, and re-damned according to the critical stan¬ 

dards of the times. Prom Paul’s ,,LIfe', in 1819 until 

Cunninghams’s essay on Burns and Lord Byron in 1824^ 

Burns’s fame rested vindicated.-^ A period of critical 

acceptance of the satires ensued; but it was only the calm 

before the atom; what followed one might call the pre- 

Victorian period. 

This pre«Vlctorlan period was an anticipation of the 

Victorian reaction to the Romantic idealization. Critics 

like John Lockhart^2 and Sir Harris Nicolas^ were resharp¬ 

ening the prudish critical knife and plunging It into the 

old charges of public and private immorality. The former 

reopened the case against the satires and the latter re¬ 

stated the charge of personal^immorality. But new defense 

mechanisms were also being set in operation. A new form 

of diversion from immorality was being set on foot: legend 

and anecdote as presented by the capable Imagination of 
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Allan Cunningham, By the time the Victorian Age was well 

under way criticism had taken an almost reverse course 

and was right hack where it was in the middle of the 

eighteenth century; and so of course was Burns and his 

poetry. The late nineteenth century would swing the pen¬ 

dulum the other way again, but for the moment the critics 

were preparing for Victoria. 

The Burns legends had a faltering start in 1824 with 

Cunningham's "Bums and Lord Byron," which was a comparison 

of the death scenes and funerals of the two poets. The 

absurdity of this article has been too often pointed out 
c A 

to need comment here,3 but it was the first of Cunningham's 

series of imaginings proffered to the world as facts.^ 

Lockhart helped continue the legends with the assistance 

of Cunningham, but MB critical coup was to denounce the 

satires and anyone who upheld them, including the Rev. 

Hamilton Paul. To Lockhart, "That performances so blas¬ 

phemous should have been, not only pardoned, but applauded 

by ministers of religion, is a singular circumstance  

Of the satire against penance performed for fornication 

Lockhart righteously comments? 

....and whatever may be thought of the propriety 
of such exhibitions Cstools of repentance3 , 
there can be no difference of opinion as to the 
culpable levity with which he describes the na¬ 
ture of his offence, and the still more repre¬ 
hensible bitterness with which, in his Epistle 
to Ranklne, he inveighs against the clergyman, 
who in rebuking him, only performed what was 
then a regular part of the clerical duty.... 

57 
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The only satire that Lockhart grants even grudging praise 

to is “The Holy Pair” in which “satire keeps its own place, 
rO 

and is subservient to the poetry.• •. But even here 

his moral tone intervenes to comment that there was cer¬ 

tainly something holy and grave about the sacrament which 

Bums “might justly have impersonated."^ Throughout the 

work Lockhart grows more and more moralistic: “That the 

same man should have produced 'The Cotter's Saturday 

Nightf and 'The Holy Fair* about the same time - will ever 

continue to move wonder and regret." Lockhart congra¬ 

tulates Burns on the songs for Thomson, which were more 

refined than those In the Museum: the consequences 

have been happy Indeed for his own fame - for the literary 

taste, and the national music of Scotland; and, what is 

of far higher importance, the moral and national feelings 
/r 1 

of his country men." It is not difficult to understand 

why Lockhart accepted “Tam" and “Beggars" with so much 

emotion;^2 it would be difficult to repudiate works praised 

by Scott, Jeffrey, and nearly every eminent critic from 

1787 to 1828, John Wilson's review of Lockhart's “Life 

was centered mainly around supporting the actual facts or 

supposed facts given by Lockhart.^ Wilson was a strenuous 

supporter of the Burns oult and a defender of Burns's morals 

as far as possible. When facts seemingly went against him, 

Wilson employed the weep and cast the first stone method, 

which,when couched In Impassioned language, was the epitome 
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of the Victorian attitude and silences all opponents* 

Wilson’s selections of Burns’s poems are typical of the 

Victorian critics: "Winter,” "Cotter," "John Barleycorn,” 

"Despondency." The striking resemblance to the choices 

of the pre-Romantics is too obvious for comment* 

As far as Burns's personal morals were concerned, 

Lockhart tried to be objective, or at least take the 

media via. When confronted with Flndlater's and Gray's 

letters in opposition to Currie and Walker, Lockhart 

decides that the "truth lies between."^ Unfortunately, 

however, Lockhart's patronizing air and his high moral 

Indignation at the supposedly known facts of Bums’s 

dissipations left the impression that he favored Currie's 

version of the life. 

Sir Harris Nicolas's memoir in the famed Aldine 

series was not Quite so temporizing as Lockhart* Nicolas 

felt the early biographers had been all Scotsmen and hence 

had desired to minimize Bums'B crimes, but he, as an ob¬ 

jective biographer, considered it his duty to record every 

crime he could locate. Since, however, Nicolas could 

not uncover any new crimes he merely imaginatively dis¬ 

torted the then supposed facts of Burns's life.^ As far 

as Burns's notorious amours were concerned the Aldine edi¬ 

tor put the most criminal connotations possible upon them} 

he even went so far as to accuse Burns of refusing to make 

reparation to Jean Armour and attempting to flee to the 
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£a 
Indies to escape his duty. ° The satires caused Nicolas 

as much moral discomfiture as they did XocKhart. Without 

doubt Burns should have been censured for his levity 

6Q toward sacred objects* But he felt more shame for the 

clergy who admired such productions as “Holy Willie"; who 

“seem indeed to have witnessed this prostitution of Burns's 

talents with feelings little creditable to themselves or 

their order* 

It should novr be clear that the cycle of criticism 

is closing and that the Romantic standards of taste are 

being subverted by the Victorian, which bear a close resem¬ 

blance to the neo-classic critics of the late eighteenth 

century. Cycles in criticism are not being advanced as 

part of tills thesis, but one cannot help observing how 

tastes change radically and then tend to revert to the 

previous and more staid tastes of a former generation* 

To the late eighteenth century neo-classicists Burns ex¬ 

hibited refined Augustan diction end Imagery in his “sen¬ 

timental" poemsj to the late eighteenth century primitl- 

vists he exhibited untutored genius and almost divine 

Inspiration; to the Romantics he exhibited natural genius 

(without the connotation of untutored or uneducated) and 

divine or natural-divine inspiration; to the late Romantics 

or pre-Victorians he exhibited genius without any of the 

divine or inspired elements. In all of these periods it 

was only at the height of the Romantic period that the 
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satires were at all accepted, and this was only fdr a 

very short time. This, of course, does not mean that the 

satires were not read or appreciated before or after 1819, 

but only that for a short period did the public expression 

of taste permit their approval. The methods of escaping 

the supposed facts of Burns*s personal Immorality changed 

concurrently with the critical judgments of his poetry. 

To the late eighteenth century critics Burns’s Immorality 

was reproved with high moral indignation tempered with 

sighs and warnings to future generations. The Romantics 

either Ignored or ^lamented? his Immorality. The pre- 

Victorians (and the Victorians up until the late nine¬ 

teenth century) returned to the late eighteenth century 

method of moral Indignation, but added sterner and even 

fierce Invective against the spirit of Bums for having 

dared to Indulge In sensual pleasures. But if the Roman¬ 

tics were able to forget or ignore Burns’s Immorality 

by almost deifying him, the majority of pre-Victorians 

and Victorians were also able to forget the supposed facts 

of his life by building a legendary life and steeping it 

In sentiment and patriotism. Encouraged by the supposed 

authority of Allan Cunningham and John Lockhart the public 

was willing to let Burns’s life and poetry be buried in 
71 the land of myth and sentiment. 

Before the period of legend and sentiment set in, 

however, the last of the Romantics and the first of the 
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Victorians, If one may so style Thomas Carlyle, made his 

famous defense of his countryman. Mixed with sentiment, 

patriotism, and a penetrating critical Judgment, Carlyles 

essay on Burns Is one of the finest that came from the 

pens of Burns’s early revlewers.Even in later years, 

long after his 1832 review of Lockhart, Carlyle retained 

his sentimental love for Burns. One cannot doubt the 

sincerity, even if one starts at the extravagance of the 

lines penned in his essay on Boswell1 a Johnson: 

Alas, men must fit themselves into many things? 
some forty years ago, for instance, the noblest 
and ablest Man in all the British lands might 
be seen not swaying the royal sceptre, or the 
pontiff’s censer, on the pinnacle of the World, . 
but gauging ale-tubs in the little burgh of 
Dum'fliesl„., 

( D 

The fact that the crown never presented Burns with a pen¬ 

sion or some higher form of employment was a constant 

thorn in Carlyle’s side and crept even into his acute and 

correct analysis of Burns’s rise and fall in the late 

eighteenth century literary world: 

Burns first came upon the world as a prodigy? 
and was, in that character, entertained by it, 
in the usual fashion, with loud, vague, tumul¬ 
tuous wonder, speedily,subsiding into censure 
and neglect; till his early and most mournful 
death again awakened an enthusiasm for him, 
which, especially as there was now nothing to 
be done, and much to be Bpoken, has prolonged 
itself even to our own time. , 

74 

Of course Carlyle’s judgment of the literati lacked pene¬ 

tration, for he was unaware of the complexities of Burns’s 
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relationships with them. But one must remember that this 

judgment was the first attempt at a dispassionate presen¬ 

tation of just what happened to Burns in his later life. 

As to Carlyle*s comments on Burns*s supposed immor¬ 

ality, one may pass them over without any notice* Carlyle 

was forced to rely on the biographers of the time and 

therefore had to accept their authority* His own inter¬ 

pretation was that Bums, through lack of proper aid, was 

forced into sensual excesses* It is much the same idea 

that Keats had previously;expressed. Burns lacked the 

two things necessary to great men: true, religious prin- 

ciples of morals and a single aim or goal. Unfortunately, 

11 His religion, at best, is an anxious wish - like that of 

Rabelais, *a great Perhaps*.”^ 

Carlyle*s preferences among Burns*s poems strike a 

modern reader as very strange, for the poems tend to be 

the didactic or sentimental ones.^ His dislike of ‘’Tam" 

as a piece of ’’sparkling rhetoric'.'^ which becomes a “mere 

drunken phantasmagoria, painted on ale-vapours”^ certainly 

startles modern readers* .Indeed the,only poem which Carlyle 

chose that would be completely acceptable today is “The 

Jolly Beggars,” which for Carlyle was “the most strictly 

poetical of Ills *poems*.“^ “The Jolly Beggars” “....seems 

thoroughly compacted; melted together, refined; and poured 

forth in one flood of true harmony. It is light, 
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airy, and soft of movement; yet sharp and precise in its 
O 1 

details; every face is a portrait.” 

In his general attitude towards Burns*a poems, however, 

Carlyle penetrates right to the center of the problem. 

$o Carlyle the distinguishing characteristics of Burnses 

poetry are sincerity and indifference to subjects. In 

fact “The life of Bums is what we may call a great tragic 

sincerity. A sort of savage sincerity, - not cruel, - far 

from that; but wild, wrestling naked with the Truth of 
82 thinga." And added to this intense sincerity is that 

great indifference to subjects? he makes all subjects, 

even the most trivial, interesting.®-* Carlyle attempts 

to show Burns's method of approaching his subjects: 

Is it of reason; some truth to be discovered? 
Bo sophistry, no vain surface-logic detains 
him; quick, resolute, unerring he pierces 
through into tho marrow of the question; and 
speaks his verdict with an emphasis that can¬ 
not be forgotten. Is it of description; some 
visual object to be represented? No poet of 
any age or nation is more graphic than Burns; 
the characteristic features disclose themselves 
to him at a glance; three lines from his hand 
and we have a likeness. And In that rough dia¬ 
lect, in that rude, often awkward, metre, so 
clear and definite a likeness 

84 

One can see “with what a prompt and eager force he grasps 

his subject, be it what it may! How he fixes, as it were, 

the full image of the matter in his eye; full and clear 

in every lineament; and catches the real type and essence 

of It, amid a thousand accidents and superficial circum¬ 

stances, no one of which misleads him!”®® 
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Carlyle, like his fellow countryman, Scott, appre¬ 

ciated and rated the songs of Burns as the bard’s highest 

attainment. "The most finished, complete, and truly in¬ 

spired pieces of Burns" were \*lthout doubt "to be found 

among his Songs." Never since the age of Elizabeth has 

Britain been favored with so many and such excellent songs. 

And 

If we....take Into account the Immense variety 
of his subjects; how from the loud flowing 
revel in Willie brew’ d a -peck of Maut. to the 
still, rapt enthusiasm of sadness for Mary in 
Heaven; from the glad kind greeting of Auld 
Lam syne, or the comic archness of Duncan Gray, 
to the fire-eyed fury of Scots, wha hae wl1 

Wallace bled, he has found a tone and words for 
every mood of man’s heart, - it will seem a 
small praise if we rank him as the first of all 
our song-writers; for we know not where to find 
one worthy of being second to him.Q 

After such a laudatory analysis of the variety of Burns’s 

songs it is not surprising to find Carlyle concluding 

that "It is on his songs....that Burns’s chief Influence 
88 as an author will ultimately be found to depend." 

Carlyle acutely felt the lack of a distinct Scottish 

literature. After the long struggle between the Kirk and 

the Crown the literati attempted to write English; but 

even then, says Garlyle, the Influence was neither Scottish 
89 nor English, but French. If Burns did not have any imi¬ 

tators, at least any good ones, Carlyle feels that Burns 

has still contributed a great deal to Scottish literature; 

a choice of domestic subjects and a fierce pride and loyalty 
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which cannot help influencing future writers, whether 

they choose either the English or Scottish language.^5 

Perhaps Carlyle’s loyalty mid devotion to Bums itself 

Is a direct result of this Influence in action. 

CONCLUSION. 

With Carlyle’s essay on Burns (including the later 

lecture on heroes and hero-worship) a climax has been 

reached and the period of settlement and legend begins. 

The Bums cult continued in Scotland but In England was 

confined to the lower classes until the 18-40* s, when 

George G-ilfillan led a reaction to the legends and began 

a new revival of Interest in Burns, which culminated in 

both the fine scholarship of the middle and late nine¬ 

teenth century^1 and the prophetic school of social re¬ 

formers and fanatics led by.P. Hateley Waddell and 
op 

Alexander Webster. The stained biography of Bums had 

to wait until the present century to be cleansed and 

purged of its errors, slanders, and mythsBut all 

Of this is subject matter for other chapters. It is suf¬ 

ficient merely to note that the problems did not die with 

Carlylej they were ignored and allowed to rest for some 

fifteen years, but were destined to play another interest¬ 

ing role in the history of English literature and criticism. 

But for the time being one could certainly agree with 
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Madden*s judgment of 1833* a judgment which was accurate 

until nearly the end of the nineteenth century: 

Burns* fame has certainly declined in the fash¬ 
ionable world; but if it be any consolation to 
his spirit, his poetry continues as popular as 
ever with the poor. Its exquisite pathos has 
lost nothing of its original charm, but no vol¬ 
ume is less the book of the boudoir - the fas¬ 
tidious imagination can hardly associate the 
idea of poetry with that of an atmosphere that 
is redolent of tobacco and spirituous liquors. . 



APPENDIX 

BURNS AND MRS, DUNLOP 

If Mackenzie, Blair and the Edinburgh literati repre¬ 

sent the tastes of polite society, especially gentlemanly 

society, then it is to Mrs. Dunlop that one must turn to 

seek polite taste as represented by the upper class lady. 

The correspondence of Burns and Mrs# Dunlop has been 

greatly exploited for biographical data, but very little 

attention, save for a passing sneer, has been paid to 

Mrs. Dunlop*s literary and domestic criticism and advice. 

Here, however, it is only the literary criticism that is 

of importance. Mrs. Dunlop*s advice is far from important 

in the understanding and appreciation of Burns*s poetryj 

her advice and censure, however, assume greater importance 

in interpreting the literary milieu in which Burns worked, 

when one considers that she is one of the few females who 

had written at any length to the poet, and because her 

social position reflects fairly accurately the female reac¬ 

tion to the "indecorous" Ayrshire bard. 

As may be expected, Mrs. Dunlop’s chief objection 

to Burns's poetry was the numerous "improprieties." But 

the chief reason behind the objection is even more indica¬ 

tive: "I pleased my Scotch pride with thinking I could 

hold up your volume to an English, nay to the most polite 

Frenchman, and defied his nation to teach their best in- 

114 
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strueted, most polished nobleman to equal a Scots peasant 

In genius, sentiment, purity of expression*M1 She had 

planned a scheme among her women friends to aid Bums, 

but the Edinburgh edition was not deleted of Its Kilmarnock 

Improprieties, so that she “durst not now offend them [her 

respectable ladiesj with the mention of•. • ,£his[] name*”2 

Burns’s “To Mary In Heaven” “quite charmed” the old lady, 

but for his sake she hoped It was “only a fancy piece. 

The excess of the well-meaning woman*s prudery is 

seen In her damnation of "Tam” and the humorous criticism 

of “The Twa Dogs." Mrs. Dunlop’s first sight of "Tam” was 

only In a fragmentary copy and of this she highly approved; 

but when she read the entire poem she sent Burns a sting¬ 

ing letter of criticisms 

You tell me you are obliged by my applause of 
a late production of yours. I had seen then 
only;one half of it, and I applaud the editor, 
whoever he was, for I don’t know his name. Yet, 
he shows me the truth of an old axiom that 
’Pools should not see half done works,* at least 
that they should not speak of them. Had X seen 
the whole of that performance, all Its beauties 
could not have extorted one word of mine in its 
praise, notwithstanding you were the author*^ 

Her true feelings are expressed when she asks the poets 

"why has genius so often a desire for childish levities? 

Why does jTsic.1 these Impurities fall even from a Shenstone 

or a Littleton, and corrupt others? Might not an Excise¬ 

man glory in emulating the chaste pen of Thomson?Her 

next question, however, shows the subtlety of her mind 
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and her consciousness of the class distinctions Burns had 

to face: “Nay, ought he not fear that what the world 

would pass in a Lord might he imputed to the low ribaldry 

to which his profession [as excisemanJ must frequently 
£ 

expose him?" 

When criticizing the poems of Burns for his proposed 

fourth edition, Mrs. Dunlop, before going into particular 

criticism, again begs him to delete the Impurities from 

the Edinburgh edition.^ Her objections to the manner in 

which the two dogs sit in “The Twa Dogs“ only Indicates 

the inanity to which her criticism was eventually reduced,® 

but the surprising criticism is that she would prefer “Tam", 

which she had previously pilloried, to “The Ordination'1 

and the “Calf#'.'^ At least Mrs* Dunlop realized that if 

Burns was to have satire and “impurltes," the lesser of 

two evils should be chosen. 

Mrs. Dunlop could not appreciate the hearty humor 

of Burns's satires, but not because she.was too delicate, 
lo for she did enjoy them in private. Her objections were 

of an entirely practical nature? she feared for Burns's 

reputation (with good cause) and wanted to see him write 

a great and extensive piece that would make his light 

shine from the mountain.1* She expresses true worldly 

wisdom concerning “The Kirk's Alarm": 

I hope the clergy will not meddle with 
Mr. M'Glll, that you may not meddle with them. 
This Is not the age of priestcraft that call 
for opposition. Those that deserve it are too 
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mean game for genius to hurt, and the satire 
too local for sale; it would be a subject 
would bring you less profit., and me less pleas*- 
ure.... 

Or again! 

.ft ft - e * \ .when.you fall a-satirizing, ' tis as dangerous 
as King Henry the Fourth* a bear-hunting with 
which they entertained the ladles of the French 
court, where the bears were like to hug their 
pursuers to death. Especially when you attack 
the clergy or the booksellers, they threaten 
you with a mortal squeeze in return, which I 
dread may hurt you more essentially than your 
sharpest sting can do them, 

15 

Mrs* Dunlop completely confirms Burns's reputation for 

satire when she replies to Burns's suggestion that he will 

publish his satire on the Regency Bill anonymously* “Every 

body would know your *Regency Bill* were it to appear. 

You cannot have a child more like the father, should you 
4 J* 

have twins every year as long as you live. Her choice 

of the best of Burns's songs in the Museum ("Tho cruel 

fate/ “Raving Winds," “Thickest Wight," “Qold blows the 
1K 

Wind") ; her dislike of the measures of "The Wounded 

Hare" which her circle of friends liked (and in this case 

to Mrs* Dunlop's credit};1^ her desire for "propriety and 

purity" In general mark Mrs. Dunlop as a poor critic, but 

a true product of her age. Her practical literary advice 

about satires, though we are today happy Burns did not 

heed it, show how aware of the ways of the world she was 

and how .dedicated t#as’%er Interest in Burns.17 
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Delancey Ferguson In his excellent study of Burns, 

Pride And Passion, makes an assertion about Mrs. Dunlop 

that would greatly help the general tenor of the theme 

of this thesis, If one could feel it were entirely true. 

Mrs. Dunlop’s attempt to have Burns support Jenny Little, 

“the Scottish milkmaid,’' as a sort of poetess and her 

desire to have him read and criticize her poems when he 

visited Dunlop House, Ferguson interprets as Mrs. Dunlop’s 

inability to distinguish between the poetry of Burns and 
10 

that of Jenny Little. To be sure, Mrs. Dunlop accepted 

the natural genius idea of the primltivlsts, but she also 

recognized Burns’s genius. I can find no reference to 

Jenny, and there are many of them, in the Burns-Dunlop 

correspondence that supports Ferguson’s thesis. All indi¬ 

cations from Mrs. Dunlop's letters show that she pitied 

Jenny, favored her with work, and encouraged her to go 

on writing. She was asking Burns as a friend to be kind 

to the milkmaid and encourage her. Mrs. Dunlop states 

specifically that she realizes the difference between 

Jenny and Burns ^ ^, and if she was upset with Burns for 

not desiring to read Jenny's poems when he was at Dunlop 

House, it is more because of Burns’s rudeness than because 

20 
she put Jenny on the same plane with him. 
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Great Britain belongs to the family of a 
poet like Burns* 
(Charles Brown !s Walks in the North, in Letters, 
I, p. 4351 ~ 



CHAPTER IV 

1* . ROY. William Peobl©a, "Bros Renowned,” In hi a 
Bumomanin (1811), p* 103, Hereafter1 this volume 
Cited as Peebles* 

2, Feebleas pp* 13-52* 

"3., Ibid,., title page. 

4* Ibid., p. 7* 

5* ' Ibid., p* 19i t 

6*. Ibid*, p* 14. Pceblo’s sarcasm reaches eloquent 
. . heights when he Jibes at Burns’s "fine feelings1’* 

There la something so amiable* .so precious* 
so captivating in sentiment and fin© feel* 
log! And a little mouse turned up by the 
plough, and a mountain dalsi© far from the 
world, and a favourite mo strangled in Its 
tether, and a limping hare, etc. are excel** 
lent topics for a man of sentiment, suggest 
pretty conceits and touching comparisons 
and exquisite morsels of sentimental dell- 
cades* and Robert Burns is a man of fool¬ 
ing, .a man of fine feeling*" (Ibid., p* 13) 

7*. m&-p P* 17* . 

8. Josiali Walker printed a life of Bums in 1811,which, 
as far as biography is concerned, was a fair attempt 
to present Burns without all the embroidery and anec¬ 
dote of the early biographers* The volume, however* 
was written with a snobbish and patronising air* See 

. Jooiah Walker, "life of Robert Bums" in Poems by, 
Robert Burns, X (Edinburgh, 1811). 

9* . George C-leig, A Critique on the Voei&asof Robert Burns 
(Edinburgh, 181f)V 

10. Ibid., pp. 5-11. 
n* ibid*, PP* 10-11. 

12* Ibid*. p, 65. 

13. Ibid., pp. 22-23 and p. 69. 

14* Ibid., pp. 67 ff. 



Ibid., pp, 11-14, 

m 
ts* 

16, Ibid * 

17* IMd„ pp. 2-3, 

18# Alexander Foterldn# The Life and Works of Robert Bums. 
2 (1815)# p* lx* 

19* 6ray denies that Bums ms a habitual drunkard (p* 526) # 
that ho mingled with society that mad© him indecent 
os? gross (p, 527) ? says he 3ms able to read said con¬ 
verse intelligently to the end of his life (p* 52?) and 
flatly denies most of Jeffrey’s gravest charges (p#529)# 
Findlater gives him a good reputation as an ends© 
officer (p» 532), For the teats of these letters 2 
have used OW, vol, XV rather than Peterkin* 

20* Peterkin, p* sill ff* 

21 * Franklin B* Snyder# The Life of Robert Bums (1932) a 
p, 486* 

22* william Wordsworth# ‘‘Letter to a Friend of Robert Burns” 
in Prose Works of William Wordsworth* ed* William Knight# 
II TT895), pp. 259^2777^ " ~~ 

23, Ibid** p* 270* 

24, Ibid** p, 271* 

25, Ibid.* p* 267# ff* 

28. Ibid.. pp* 273-74#* the Scots Wagaalne* L30CVX2X (1816)# 
pp. 605-612 lacerated Wordsworth*o ’’Letter.” In the 
Edinburgh Monthly Magasln© (1817) Wordsworth was again 
attacked. However "Jr vindl cat ed Wordsworth In Black¬ 
wood a (October# 1817)# PP* 65-73 and was rebutted by 
^Wr in the November# 1817 issue# pp# 201-204, 

27* Thomas Be Qulnoey, “Literal and Lake Reraenieeemess#” 
Chapter 1# "A Manchester Swedenborgian and a Liverpool 
Coterie” In The Collected Writings of Thomas BeOuincey, 
ed* David Mason# II# pp* 130-31* The article originally 
appeared in Taits Magazine (February* 1837) under the 
title ”A Literary Hovltlat©*" 

28. Ibid.* p* 130# 

29* Ibid*, p* 131* 
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30. William Kazlltt, - "Lectures on the English Poets," 
Lecture vii9 "On Burns and the Old English Ballads" 

, in The GosoXete Works of William Hasliit, ed» P. P* 
Howe, V*Tl930]7 

31. Ibid,. p« 131* 

32. Ibid., p, 129. 

33* Ibid. 

34* Ibid,. rj. 130. 

35. Ibid. ’ 

36. Ibid. 

37. ’’Bums and tho Bttrick Shepherd." Blackwoods (February. 
1819)# 521*29. 

38. Ibid., pp..523-24. 

39. Ibid., p. 525 and p, 527. 

40* Ibid.. p» 527* 

41* ibid.. p* 528* Keats, after reading tho review wrote 
to George and. Georgians Keatss "The Blackwood* s review 
has committed themselves in a scandalous heresy « they 
have been putting up Hogg the ettrlck shepherd against 
Bums « the senseless villains." (The Letters of John 
Keats, ed. B, H, Hollins (Cambridge iM&ss*7 , 195877 
II, p. 78.) 

42, Blackwoods,, (July, 1819)# 469-70, 

43* Thomas Campbell, Sneolmfcns of the British Poets. VII 
(1819)# pp» 243 ff. 

44, Ibid.3 p* 246, 

45, Ibid.. pp. 242*43. 

46, Rev, Hamilton Paul# "The Life of Robert Bums" in The 
Poems and Bom,a of Robert Bums (Air, fsic']. 1819). 

4?, Ibid., p. soatis:* 

48* Ibid.„ p, 2d., 

49, See especially Alexander Webster, Burns and the Kirk 
(Aberdeen, 1888-89), ~~ 
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50# Allan Cunningham, "Bums and Lord Byron,” The London 
Magazine (August, 1824), pp# 1IT-122* 

51* In 1821 th© most eloquent, patriotic, no-holds-barred 
panegyric of Burns’s life appeared in Lives of Eminent 
Scotsman, by the Society of Ancient Scots (1822;, I, 
part I, pp* 157-198# Critically the work is useless, 
but as an indication of the temper of!?%imos concerning 
Bums’s persons!, morality and that of his poetry, it 
is a valuable document* 

52* John Lockhart, The Life of Robert Burns (Edinburgh, 
1828)* All quotations are from the 1847 Boston edition 
in The Works of Robert Bums* 

53* Sir Harris HI colas, ''Memoir of Robert Burns,” in The 
Poetical Works of Robert Burns* Ald3.no edition (1829), 
2d.ii~savlii* 

54* See Snyder, p. 488 for references* 

55* His most famous work was The Works of Robert Bums, 
8 vols*f (1834)>* 

56* Lockhart, P* soar* 

97# Ibid#* p* xvill-xix# 

58* Ibid** p* xxsii* 

99* Xbld* « p. aocxl* 

60* Ibid# 

61* Ibid** p* evi* 

62# Ibid* * pp# Ixsxvitl and exxxii* 

83* Blackwoods (May, 1828), 667-712# 

84* XMi*s P* 871* 

65# Lockhart, pp. xcvii ff. 

66# Nicolas, pp* xlv-xv* 

87# Ibid*# pp* Xscsi ff* 

88* Ibid*# p* xxxil-lv# Note, however, Mrs# Jameson’s 
defense of Burns’s loves in her The Loves of the Poets, 
II (1829)# 
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69# Hicolas, p* xsdU 

to* ibia* 

Tt * See note 55 supra*' 

72* Thomas Carlyle, “Review of Lockhart*s Life of BUM," 
Edinburgh Review. XLVXXI (December, 182677 267-3127 
Hereafter* cited as C-L* 

73* Thomas Carlyle, "Boswell*s Life of Johnson0 in The 
Complete Wonka of Thomas Carlyle. vol, 1>*14 (Crowell 
& Company, N* D77," pp7 "429-4307 

74* (tkt p# 270* 

75* Xbicl.„ p* 307# 

?6* Ibid** p* 308* 

77* IbM** pp* 283 ff* 

78* Ibid* *•n» 285* •■ 

T9* Ibid* 

80* Ibid* 

81* Ibid* 

82* This quotation Is from his lecture “Heroes and Hero 
Worship,” Lecture 5, in The Complete Works as cited 
In note 73* vols* 1-2* p*413* The same idea is ex¬ 
pressed, but not as well, in C-L, p* 277* 

83* C-L, pp* 277-78* 

84* Xbicl.« pp* 279-80* 

85* Ibid** p* 279* 

86* Xbicl *« p* 286* 

87* Ibid.» p* 287* 

88* Ibid* 

89* Ibid*, p. 289* 

90* Ibid* 

91* See especially, Chambers, G-W, W8B, and Henley* 
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92. See Waddell's Life (Glasgow, 1867) and Webster's 
y2. §&i>nsS-d&G-Lt]i§.Kirk (Aberdeen, 1889). 

93* Tli© work of Daddies, Snyder, and De Lancey Ferguson 
is monumental in this respect. No work' by them should 
be overlooked. 

94. R. R. Madden, The Infirmities of Genius. I (Philadelphia, 
1333), PP. 191-92. 

APPENDIX 

1. B-D-C, p. 24. 

2. Ibid.. p* 25. 

3. Ibid., p, 227. 

4* Ibid.. p, 296. Wallace, the editor of the letters, 
conjectures'that the lines that offended Mrs. Dunlop 
were: those beginning "No Tam, O’ Tam, had thae been 
queans." (p. 280). Mrs. Dunlop disapproves of how 
the dogs sit; she feels that it would be more proper 
to describe their place where rather than their ulace 
how (p. 325). 

5. Ibid., p. 297. 

6, Ibid, 

7- Ibid., pp. 323-24. 

8. See note 122. 

9. Burns-Dunlop Correspondence, p. 325. ‘ 

10. B-D-C, p. 195. 

11. Xl3_l.clft i pp* 31 and 195* 

12. Ibid., p. 39. 

13. Ibid., p. 121. 

14. Ibid.. p.171. 

15. Ibid,, p. 110. 

16. Ibid., p. 168, 

17. For examples of Mrs. Dunlop's detailed criticism see 
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p* 93 for oho on “Epistle to Graham of Ftnty" and 
p» 304 for "Elegy on Iliss Burnett*1* 

13* Ferguson* Pride mid gasaton* pp* 158-159* 

19* B-B-O* p# 226* 

20* Following are several of the Important references to 
Jenny Little made by Mrs* Dunlopi B-D-C, pp. 126-27, 
185-86, 226-27, 279, 283. 
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